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Overview

Dear reader,

I sincerely invite you to take part on a miraculous journey to your own Desire Fulfillment.

These extremely powerful result-oriented techniques address over 130 difficult life conditions and approach these issues from perspectives of psychology, spirituality and personal development.

You will get equipped with two separate manifestation methods.

All law of attraction systems recognized that the difference between poverty and wealth or between sickness and health lies in depths of human mind. The only barrier that stands in the way of your desire manifestation are the thoughts you think and the words you speak.

Over years, your thoughts and words molded false beliefs that have been unconsciously rooted and held in the back of your mind. To bring abundance into life, you need to organize content of your deeper mind first. The rest will follow.

Before we jump into detailed explanation of both systems, let me give you short overview.

I want you to understand how these two manifestation methods developed and why they are so powerful.

Glenn Bolton
How This Workbook is Structured

My goal with the Manifestation Masterkey: The Alignment Code is not to only give you practical information about these two methods of manifestation but also inform you about history and principles upon which these methods were built.

I decided to mix the chapters on both methods so that you as a person with beliefs that are unknown to me can compare both systems and gain better understanding by way of comparison.

Experts in psychology and spiritual masters always believed that the more you know about any system before you put it into practice, the better it works for you. I cannot agree more.

Psychological principles and spiritual concepts tend to become abstract at times and since the purpose of Manifestation Masterkey is to guide you through effectively and quickly, I have applied following structure of content.

1. Opening chapters of Alignment Code contain general overview of both methods and point to common manifestation tools these two methods share.

2. Second set of chapters elaborates on common psychological and deep spiritual principles upon which Manifestation Masterkey program is based.

3. Then, I am following up with brief preliminary one-time activity in Chapter called ‘Setting Up Your Subconscious Mind’. You only need to go through this easy procedure once for every desire you may possibly have.

4. Main content of Masterkey Method #1 known as the “Healing Statements” or “Magnets” is going to be presented on several pages,
concluding with pre-done templates that will enable you to put the Method #1 into practice. You can find some of these Magnets in small workbooks that are part of you member account. You can print them out or store them in your smartphone and use them in your practical work.

5. Next set of chapters delves deeply into history and concepts behind the Names of Power (vibratory formulas). This is the Second Masterkey and The Method #2. If you’re not a believer in God, I suggest you omit this part completely and only use the healing statements or Magnets.

6. Practical ways of using Names of Power are going to be presented in the next set of chapters, including what to expect after you’ve started practicing.

7. Closing chapters of this workbook have been introduced to briefly elaborate on additional principles and thoughts to enrich your knowledge and understanding.
Method #1 Overview: Healing Statements

If you’ve ever heard about affirmations, you will quickly get a grasp of what the Healing Statement Method is all about. Healing Statements (also known as “Magnets”) are highly structured sets of sentences that have been proven to work much more effectively than short affirmations you may have learned from other sources.

Healing Statements are basically 10 to 15 sentence-long ‘declarations’ or ‘sets of arguments’ designed to effectively and quickly reprogram your Subconscious Mind (confirmed by modern psychology to produce your daily habits and attract everyday experiences) in such a way that your mind will start working on manifesting your desires almost immediately.

Each sentence in a single Healing Statement (Magnet) builds upon previous one and all sentences together act similarly as a motivational speech that sports coaches give to their teams before an important sports match.

Such a coherent and intelligently structured string of arguments quickly removes old false beliefs from subconcious mind, planting new productive ‘belief seeds’ that draw abundance of wealth, health and love into your life, reversing any of the 130+ negative life issues listed in this workbook.

Unlike other manifestation or law of attraction systems that rely on simple affirmations or visualization techniques that at best help you change your daily habits, Healing Statements (Magnets) have the capability to change your life circumstances completely, creating a whole new life-reality that is in perfect conformity with your Will.
Active Ingredients in Healing Statements

In their essence, Healing Statements contain two active manifestation ingredients: The psychological power of reasoning and the psychological element of so-called ‘third party’ of Collective Unconscious, rediscovered by the famous psychoanalyst Carl Gustav Jung and further elaborated by Roberto Assagioli and Lionell Corbett. Currently, the term Collective Unconscious is often being rephrased as ‘objective psyche’ or as ‘autonomous psyche’ among many modern neuroscientists and manifestation experts who study and test this remarkable phenomenon.

These two elements make new things manifest in your life fast. I will explain more in coming chapters but let me elaborate on this a little right now.

In your Healing Statement, you’ll be mentioning a “third-party” that I like to call the ‘Infinite Mind’ or ‘Endless Mind’ throughout this manual. The Endless Mind should be understood to represent the Collective Unconscious or Objective Mind that is not part of your own (subjective) mind.

Using this ‘third-party element’ represented by something infinitely powerful, all knowing, omnipresent and incomprehensible to human mind helps reprogram content of your subconscious mind faster.

To show you how a Healing Statement (Magnet) works and how it gains unusual amount of power from “supporting arguments” and the “third-party”, let me compare it to a simple affirmation.

If you’re using simple affirmation, such as “Every day, I am feeling better and better” despite in your real life you are feeling worse and worse, you are basically lying to yourself. Your subconscious mind will reject the new thought contained in the affirmation.

You are basically telling yourself something that doesn’t fit the script upon which your body and subconscious mind currently operate. Trust
me, subconscious mind does not like to accept new conflicting thoughts into its realm just as you don’t like to be disturbed when you’re focusing on some task at hand.

In fact, your subconscious mind rejects new thoughts from its system on daily basis. It works against new thoughts and beliefs simply because these new thoughts don’t resonate with what the deeper mind was told to do for years.

Yes, subconscious mind does record all new thoughts and impulses from the environment around you, but your subconscious mind does not act on impulses that do not fit its framework of operation.

These impulses are simply being edited and censored, marked as unimportant and then stored into an ‘archive folder’ within your subconscious mind. Therefore, every single day you may be missing on hundreds of important inceptions, ideas and opportunities that are just a breath away from you – those that could improve your life for the better.

Deeper (subconscious) mind works according old patterns, totally independently of your conscious mind and Will. And since most people do not have “good relationship” with their subconscious minds, they fail changing their habits and lives simply because they are not acting upon impulses that may have the capability to open new pathways to life they’ve always wanted to live.

People are often unknowingly being forced to live their entire lives using the same old patterns. There is simply nothing new or positive happening in their lives thanks to the ‘editor’ and ‘censorship’ on their subconscious level.

In addition, using some simple affirmation that isn’t part of your reality now may put yourself into huge stress because you are basically pushing yourself into believing something that isn’t yet true.

By stating ‘I am getting richer and richer’ you are casting a huge chunk of responsibility upon your own psyche, forcing it to deliver something you have absolutely no idea how. This is the reason why, upon years of
testing, the manifestation experts introduced the ‘third-party’ into Healing Statements.

You simply transfer responsibility for desire manifestation to a ‘third-party’ that ‘will take care of the whole thing.’

To make your subconscious mind accept new thoughts and work toward a newly set objective (i.e. feeling better and better, acquire wealth, reverse illness), you need to back yourself up by an authority of the Endless Mind as the source of unknown infinite power behind you.

Summary:

Healing Statements represent highly intelligent and structured approach to creating the so-called ‘declaration’ formulas that work quickly and more effectively than classic affirmations

You will first align your mind with positive attitude by acknowledging Unity with the so-called ‘third party.’

This will help you quickly reprogram your Subconscious Mind and replace old false beliefs with correct thoughts.

These statements can be effectively used by anyone, in their native language. You can replace the word Endless Mind with the term ‘Collective Unconscious’ so often elaborated on in highly regarded studies on psychology, particularly in teachings of the famous Carl Gustav Jung and his colleague Roberto Assagioli. On the other hand, believers can replace the same word with any other Name or term they well better reflects their faith.
Method #2 Overview: Names of Power

Origins of the second (psycho-spiritual method) *that you may eventually combine* with Healing Statements can be traced back to a group of thirteenth century mystics known as the Iyyun circle, named after their famous treatise Sefer-Ha Iyyun (The Book of Contemplation).

Some techniques of this second method have later been improved by a 16th century group of spiritual masters grouped around the famous Isaac Luria (also known as The Lion). Luria was a highly gifted master of the ancient secrets. His conclusions on spiritual matters have been implemented into normative Judaism and eventually into Christianity. This group of masters completely changed the way how ordinary people understood the essence of spirituality, religion and occultism.

However, the fundamental material upon which all spiritual techniques of manifestation have been based reach back as far as 2nd century BCE.

Books I am referring to are namely the Sefer Yetzirah (The Book of Formation, 2nd century BCE) and the Sefer Ha-Bahir (The Book of Illumination, 1st century CE).

These two ancient texts represent essential backdrops against which whole new understanding and interpretation of holy scriptures developed.

We currently know this vast manifestation knowledge under the general term - Kabbalah Ma’asit – Practical Kabbalah. Kabbalah means “to receive” and indeed, the very meaning of this word defines what you are going to achieve with Manifestation Masterkey in general – *to receive more abundance by:*

- Removing mental barriers picked in your current life and beyond, i.e. from past ancestors have been deeply imprinted in your subconscious DNA
• Aligning and using forces of the universe (Method #2) that regulate and control the amount of abundance bestowed upon your life and the universe in general.

I would like to point out that modern books about the law of attraction books mention Phineas Quimby (spiritualist, died 26 February 1857 – 2 July 1926) and Emile Coué (French psychologist and pharmacist, died 1926) as the originators of the Law of Attraction teachings.

This is in fact far from the truth. As I have mentioned above, Law of Attraction principles and techniques existed in written form much earlier and they have been implied in both the Old and New Testaments.

Since we’re now discussing the second psychospiritual method of manifestation and I have mentioned the term Kabbalah, I should explain what it is and how can you use it to manifest your desires and improve your life-reality as a believer.

Kabbalah teachings emerged after the shocking discovery of the Book of Formation. Mystics quickly realized that this curious text holds the missing keys to manifestation. They have also discovered that the Book of Formation exposes a whole new way of interpretation of scriptures – such as the Torah and the Hebrew Bible (called Tanakh).

For past 1,800 years, generations of spiritual masters in Middle East analyzed, tested, applied and recorded experiences with this remarkable universal system of manifestation that is now known as Kabbalah.

Unfortunately, due to barrier of Hebrew language that is being spoken only by limited amount of people worldwide, plus thanks to secretive nature of mystical schools in Israel, high-quality information about Kabbalah is making its way to worldwide public at a very slow pace.
Authentic kabbalah literature hasn’t yet been translated into English and we are missing out not only on its teachings but also on biographies of many wonder-workers that once walked this planet.

In recent decades, we’ve witnessed some cults being built around Kabbalah teachings, but these have nothing to do with the Authentic Practical Kabbalah techniques within The Manifestation Masterkey.

Kabbalah states that physical universe was created in a series of four successive stages by ten different powers (coming from one source) and that this very same blueprint of four stages and ten powers makes up human psyche. The old saying ‘as above, so below’ refers to this principle.

It is believed that the Hebrew Torah contains Names of these Powers and that these Names represent keys that unlock unlimited flow of the Energy of Abundance into one’s life.
Words as Manifestation Tools

As you will soon see, the Healing Statements (Magnets) and the Kabbalistic Names of Power are based on the similar principles. First and foremost, they share one common tool that you will use to manifest your new reality – words. Let us briefly look at what words are and why they have huge potential to manifest positive changes in one’s life.

Words have power.

You can please, hurt or stun people around you just by saying one single word. You can also make people laugh or cry, just by saying one single properly selected word. Words have power not only to influence others, but also yourself. And you don’t even need to speak them out loudly. Silent thinking has similar effect as spoken word.

If you haven’t yet grasped the importance of words and what role words play in creating reality of your life, imagine you’ve been accused of crime and you’re about to testify in front of a judge. How carefully are you going to select your words and construct your sentences in front of a judge? How carefully are you going to decide whether you are going to answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to questions laid by the prosecutor? This scenario certainly gives you an idea of how important words can get.

Words consist of letters – the consonants and the vowels.

It is interesting to note that you can’t say any consonant without using some form of vowel attached to it. You just can’t say ‘B’ without saying ‘BEE’ or ‘BUH’ – there is always some form of vowel present. Kabbalah believes that everything created consists of two parts – every created thing or being, even human thoughts has a soul and a husk. While the souls are considered eternal and good, husks are considered finite and evil. In a single word, consonants represent the husks and vowels represents the soul.
Man’s husk is his own physical body, an imperfect creation through which he perceives the world around him by his five (imperfect) senses. Physical body is finite because it eventually transforms into dust.

On the other hand, kabbalah teaches us that human soul is already perfected and eternal because as you will later see, it is part of the Infinite Creator.

**Words have meaning.**

Words can describe an action, thing or quality. Some words connect (unify) more words and thoughts together. With a string of words connected to form a sentence you can express your thoughts and feelings more precisely than by using only a single word. If you form arguments within a sentence you can exert tremendous influence and power over others and over yourself.

**Letters and words can form a Name.**

If you shout, ‘Hey man!’ on the street chances are you won’t get attention of the person you want to connect with. Call him by his name and you will increase chances that he turns his head over and you two connect to exchange some information.

**Letters and words can be measured.**

When words are spoken or sung you can measure their vibration. Same goes for individual words. Scientists have already proven that practically every object can be measured by its vibration. Thoughts consisting of words, colors, static or dynamic images also vibrate.

The above is valid for any language but since we are also going to work with Names of Power that originate from Hebrew sources, let me share a couple of facts about the Hebrew language. In several ways, Hebrew language is unique when compared to any other language.
Hebrew letters and words have numerical value.

As we draw from Hebrew sources, it is important for me to spend a great deal of information on Hebrew letters and words here.

Following information is purely introductory and I will get back to Hebrew letters again in later chapters. To begin with, let it be known that Hebrew alphabet consists of twenty-two letter plus five final letter variations.

Each letter of Hebrew alphabet also represents a number. This gives all sacred texts the opportunity to be approached from mathematical perspective. In fact, whole Torah or any other Hebrew text can be written in numbers. First ten letters of Hebrew alphabet represent numbers from one to ten. Next nine letters represent numbers from ten to ninety and the rest of twenty-two letters (plus five final letters) represent numbers from one hundred to nine hundred.

Hebrew letters have meaning

Each letter in Hebrew alphabet represents some object. Let me give you few examples for future reference:

Letter Alef א equals Latin A and means ‘master’ or ‘ox’ – value 1.


Letter Mem מ equals Latin M - means ‘water’ - numerical value 40.

Letter Yod י equals Latin Y or ‘EE’ - means ‘hand’ – value 10.

Meaning of Hebrew words stems from meaning of individual letters.

Linguists say Hebrew language is based on ‘roots’ and the only other language that is using roots is chemical language.

Let’s compare these two languages. In chemical language water is expressed as H₂O. What does it tell you about property of water? It
means water consists of two molecules of hydrogen (H) and one molecule of oxygen. Curiously, Hebrew word for water is Mayim – consisting of letters Mem-Yod-Mem where letter Mem means water and letter Yod represents the essence of oxygen. Thus, you get two Mem's and one Yod in the Hebrew word for water - מַיִם.

Similarly, when you take any Hebrew word like for example the word for man or human being – ‘adam’ – you can find out everything you need to know about what human being is and what he should do by simply analyzing its individual letters of Alef, Dalet and Mem. There are three ancient analytic methods used for this purpose in existence and they are called Gematria, Temurah and Notaricon.

**Hebrew Letters have visual representation**

Letters of Hebrew alphabet are written using a square script and this script is about 3,300 years old. Scientists concluded that modern Hebrew script is based on an ancient alphabet that is similar to Egyptian hieroglyphs.

Here’s an example from Wikipedia.org where you can see how modern Hebrew depiction of letter Aleph (meaning ‘Ox’ and ‘Master’) developed in time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hebrew</th>
<th>Scripts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>נ</td>
<td>Alef</td>
<td>א</td>
<td>Cursive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נ</td>
<td>Alef</td>
<td>א</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kabbalah teaches that the twenty-two Hebrew letters – whether visualized, written, loudly spoken (expressed in sound) or silently thought represent twenty-two essential blocks of creation or twenty-two subtle energies, forming everything that exists.
Combining Statements and Names

As you practice, you can either use the Healing Statement as a standalone technique or you can use a set of Divine Names before and after you recite your Healing Statement.

These Name combinations have been used by spiritual masters to open Infinite Sources of Divine Abundance, directing it to individual or collective human minds and anatomies, to influence their life conditions, increase prosperity or reverse adverse health issues.

Do not use the Names of Power on its own, without the Healing Statement. At least not within the context of techniques of the Manifestation Masterkey program.

As I said above, Healing Statements are proven to work without the Names of Power, so inserting Divine Names into your manifestation sessions is completely optional.

Using Manifestation Masterkey techniques, you can manifest such events as getting an increase of your salary, getting promoted at work, finding a better paid job, winning a deal or bet, getting profitable business idea or creating additional income stream to your already established business.

Some of my students also experienced unexpected one-time or repeated incomes assigned to their bank accounts from initially unknown sources – completely out of the blue.

All methods in this book are based on omnipotent Laws that govern the Universe and as such, they work every single time, just like physical laws.

I would also like to point out that we are not dealing with anything that can be termed as black magic here. Nor are we dealing with any evil beings that can be assigned to what is known in kabbalistic terms as the dark side of Klippot (the Evil Side).
To go even further and discuss moral aspect of these techniques, let it be known that many highly ranked kabbalists and rabbis of their time used these or similar techniques repetitively at some point in their lives, whether these procedures influenced health, material well-being, future foretelling or induced altered states of consciousness.

These masters have also used many advanced meditative methods to mentally travel beyond veils of physical plane to receive inspiration from Higher Sources. All this is well-documented in ancient manuscripts and books that are to this date available only in Hebrew.
My Story

Initially I didn’t want to include this chapter as most of the information here was covered in the video located at Manifestation Masterkey website. You have probably watched it before you joined this program. However, there are couple of points that made me change my mind, so I am including parts of that video script in written form here.

Several years ago, I happened to find myself in huge financial crisis. I lost my job and could not afford to pay most of my monthly bills, including our mortgage.

Me and my wife spent all our savings. We had to borrow additional money to keep on going. This coupled with my unexpected health problems.

Eventually, we ended up living in a caravan.

In a strange coincidence, I had the opportunity to travel to Israeli city of Safed where I met one of the most respected kabbalists of our time, one of the 36 living Tzaddiks.

Hebrew word Tzaddik means ‘righteous’ and these spiritual masters are said to be the actual channels for Divine Abundance that is constantly being bestowed upon Earth.

As weird as it sounds, methods and techniques I learned from this tiny old man helped me reverse my poor financial condition and restore full health. I remember my first discussion with him clearly:

“What bothers you?”, the master asked. “None of my prayers are being answered, it just doesn’t seem to work. Universe probably wants me to suffer” – I replied.

“That’s because you’re dialing the wrong number”, said the master.

I didn’t understand.
“What you call Universe, I call God. And God doesn’t give you desires because He* wants to torture you. All you need to do is make sure He gets your message. And by the way, God’s Name is not God – that’s the first thing you need to realize. He can’t answer your prayers because you did not use his real Name.” continued the old man.

I nodded, because I knew that in the Old Testament, God was called by ten different Names. The word ‘God’ is only a conventional English translation of a very deep concept. But I wanted to know more.

* Note that when I refer to God as male, it’s for simplification purposes only. God is considered both masculine and feminine as it will be later explained.

The master continued: “Look, when your PC crashes, are you calling CEO of that PC brand to fix it? You don’t even have his number. You call his company support. And that support is related to some office of that CEO’s global company.

His company has a bunch of local offices worldwide.

God also has many offices across all planes of existence, from subtlest to densest. And the latter we call Material Universe. God has an order in place, a structure. His offices are filled with respective Archangels and Angels that act like messengers and fulfillers of His Will.

Some of these offices and beings are responsible for growth and abundance, while others take care of restriction and destruction, so that new things can take place of the old.

This cycle of growth and restriction is what we call Life and Death Principle here. Both, Life and Death are important for the world and everything created to evolve.

Good news is, this process can be influenced to a large extent.

Using this structure, God as One can deal with His innumerable creations.
Call proper number (Office, Archangel or Angel) and you’ll be all good” said the Rabbi and offered me to study in his little school shrouded by mystery.

In fact, I became the only non-Jewish person with Christian background ever accepted into this secluded community of pious spiritual masters.

I stayed six months in Safed and learned everything I possibly could.

Few days after I started using this ancient method of manifestation, my financial life turned around. Using techniques explained in this program, a simple business idea came across my mind and I built a fortune around it while my terminal fatty liver stage and chronic pneumonia completely disappeared.

Despite all this, I could not fully believe these techniques were behind all these miraculous changes in my life.

I decided to test all the techniques I learned back in Safed on every single occasion. Results I was getting were consistent and I eventually got convinced these techniques were indeed responsible for my financial freedom and health reversal.

I started spreading this Knowledge to my family and friends. I wanted them to test it. I explained them principles upon which this system was based and then had them try out some technique. Again, results were fast and consistent. So as time went by, I started accepting more and more students.

At that time, I was spending most of my time expanding my new home supplies business that was growing day by day, so I was very hesitant to go completely public with the Knowledge.

I knew that once I did that, a day consisting of only 24 hours would not be enough. Eventually, I managed to completely outsource my business and time was again on my side. Seeing results of my many students across the globe, I finally decided to create a simple program.
I contacted my master and asked him for permission to fill this program with all the methods he taught me in his school. I have also employed several authorities to help me validate those techniques from scientific, linguistic, historical and biblical perspectives.

Only with this intense help from my mentor and a group of devoted researchers from Vatican, Israel and the United States, I managed to create this program.

I would like to reserve the right to repeat important concepts and principles where appropriate. This repetition will in turn, help you understand whole system much faster.

With basics of both systems laid out, let me first explain the Healing Statements Method in its entirety.
Principles of Successful Manifestation

To make sure your manifestation sessions produce full results you want, there is a certain set of rules that need to be understood by the Operator, which in this case, is you. These principles apply to both methods in this workbook – The Healing Statement Method and the Names of Power Method.

Principle #1: Understanding must precede practical work

Failing to adhere to this principle is the number one reason people fail to manifest their desires, regardless of what system they use.

Truth is, you always need to understand the underlying knowledge behind any system before you put it successfully into practice.

Let’s be open here. Have you ever seen someone excel in something he or she didn’t have a thorough knowledge of? Very unlikely.

All famous scientists had to go through rigorous study periods that help them build certain level of understanding before they were able to produce results in their respective fields of interest.

This applies to all professions, regardless of their physical or intellectual difficulty.

But I have good news for you. When you finish reading this workbook, you will be way ahead of 95% people who claim to know the secrets of manifestation. Plus, you will have all the essential knowledge and understanding ingrained in your mind. This will in turn make the manifestation techniques work for you.

Here is the hidden reason why you need to understand principles first and only then start with practical sessions.

Once the Energy of Abundance starts flowing from the Source down to your own body and life, it will flow through you, specifically through your own belief system (or system of understanding) that you acquired by
reading this book. This ‘understanding’ needs to be stored in your Subconscious Mind first.

A belief system in this case is simply an understanding of each component of this method. Together, all information components acquired from this book will create a small network or system of interconnected ‘mental pipes’ within your own brain/mind that will be then used to conduct the energy of abundance down into your body, mind and out into your life.

Better understanding builds stronger ‘mental pipes’ that will not only establish strong and safe energy flow for clean manifestation but also enable you to withstand the influx of abundant energy. Your subconscious mind is the ultimate vessel of abundance and it needs to be conditioned to withstand the flow of energy, especially when working with the Names of Power that are going to increase the amount of abundance flowing through your psyche.

Not having ‘strong pipes’ in place may cause the energy to dissolve somewhere within your mental system. This in turn makes the energy useless for your manifestation efforts.

I highly recommend you re-read any chapter two or more times until you get full understanding of its meaning, so the whole system will naturally slide down from your Conscious Mind (utilized when you’re reading the material) into your Subconscious Mind (utilized to store the material just read).

**Principle #2 – Pre-recorded or guided instruction does not apply to Manifestation Masterkey techniques**

Manifestation Masterkey techniques would not work if you were passively listening to a pre-recorded voice.

You need to work these techniques using faculties of your own mind and speak the Names and Healing Statements using your own voice. There is no shortcut here and the reason is simple.
In this system, you are developing faculty of your own Mind Power by establishing strong connection between your Conscious Mind (source of reasoning and Will Power) and Subconscious Mind (the manifestation loom).

To subdue your Subconscious Mind to your Conscious Mind you need to use your own voice and not some external source.

The latter is perfectly suitable for hypnosis but not for manifestation purposes. Using this format of self-guided instruction your will also increase strength of your own Will power that may help you stick to the routine and thus accelerate your way to prosperity, vibrant health etc.

**Principle #3 – Cultivate the expectation of results**

Regardless of how you are going to use the methods of Manifestation Masterkey, you need to bear in mind that you’re going to unlock strong energy current from the surrounding sphere of Ether (called Avir in Hebrew).

You may be amazed at how the new stronger current of energy affects your individuality and life once the flow has been established and the external energy transmutes into a personalized energy of abundance.

Results of your manifestation sessions may shock you, so please be careful what you’re asking for because you may as well get it!

**Principle #4 – Do not abuse this method**

Here’s the thing. A gun is harmless. It is the finger on the trigger that does the ultimate damage. Same goes for techniques of manifestation. Always work with intent to do good to yourself and to those around you.

If you adjust any techniques to cause harm to others, you can expect it to come back just like a boomerang. In the end, you’re not going to get punished for your sins, but by them.
Principle #5 – Use Names of Power wherever you can

If you are not a believer in God, you can replace the word Endless Mind in Healing Statements with anything that better reflects your beliefs. Some people use the word Endless Fortune, Mother Nature or Universal Abundance.

You can replace the word ‘Endless Mind’ for ‘God’ if you’re a believer. The term ‘God’ may better reflect total sum of all your ideas about the ‘third-party’ in the back of your mind.

However, it’s even better to use the Names of Power instead of ‘God’ or ‘Endless Mind’ simply because each Name of Power bears ‘vibratory stamp’ that reaches out and unlocks infinite pools of abundant energy relevant to your desire.

It is important to call respective Divine Offices or Messenger Names using correct Hebrew pronunciation.

To illustrate this point, you can’t call Archangel Michael using English pronunciation of this Name. It would be the same as if you dialed a wrong phone number.

Express his name as MEE-CHAH-EL with CH being the equivalent of CH in the German word auch.

This program comes with short mp3 and mp4 files where you can learn the correct pronunciation. As you will see, it is not difficult at all.

Finally, it’s perfectly fine to recite any Healing Statement in your native language as you’re addressing it to Subconscious Mind, that is used to primarily understand that language.
Principle #6 – Follow repetition guidelines to the point

Do not repeat any Healing Statement more than twice a day.

This also has a logical reason.

You want to recite the statement, release it to Endless Mind and then forget about the whole thing until next session. This way you let the Endless Mind do the manifestation work alone and you won’t interfere with the creative process by some doubts you may possibly hold in the back of your mind.

If you have an urge to repeat the Statement more than twice a day, it means you have not released it into the realms of the Endless Mind completely.

If this happens, go back to your Healing Statement and try to come up with new argument that you feel is more in line with your beliefs or that reflects your individual situation more precisely.

Equally, remove any argument that doesn’t resonate with your beliefs.

All pre-designed healing statements in this workbook are more less universal, but individual life situations may vary, so you should bear this in mind. As you recite your statement, you need to be internally convinced that the Endless Mind will do the manifestation work for you, whether you focus on it or not.

Therefore, try to speak out loud and with authority. Experience has shown that authority and trust will build up within first few days of practice, so don’t worry if you feel uncomfortable or awkward in your first manifestation sessions.
Principle #7 – Work with one Healing Statement at a time

I have prepared seven Healing Statements for you, but you only need to use one of them at a time. Choose one that best reflects your issue. Work with it for at least twenty-one days and do not miss any session.

Also, if you’re unsure whether you want to use Names of Power or not, do not get frustrated and start using the plain Healing Statements. You can add Names to your manifestation sessions later.

It’s better to do something than nothing and many of my students have already used Healing Statements without Divine Names with enormous success.

Principle #8 – Always Fulfill Your Needs First

This may sound selfish but here is why. Let’s say your life is full of problems that require urgent removal. In this case, do no use Masterkey techniques to help someone else. You can, but only after your issues have been resolved.

Your efforts to help someone else before helping yourself won’t probably work anyway. It’s because your Subconscious Mind will worry about your own issues, thus preventing full manifestation of abundance in life of the person you’re trying to help.

Therefore, focus on fulfilling your own needs first and after you’re done with that, you can move on to help others.

Am I saying that helping others is not counterproductive at this stage? By far not. What I mean is that you should be saving your manifestation sessions to attract your own desires and help others along by other means, i.e. perform acts of charity such as donating money, food or clothes to those in need etc.

Speaking of charity, ancient mystics believed that the ultimate charity gift we as humans received from God is our own existence. In fact, by any act of charity you do, you are extending and sweetening existence of some person in need. Charity act can be perceived as some form of
aligning with abundant forces of the universe. Any form of giving increases the amount of receiving.

I would also like to point out that ancient masters believed that we should detach judgment from any act of charity. For example, when I donate couple of dollars to a beggar who I know will use that money to buy a bottle of alcohol instead of food, I will not hesitate or judge him, simply because that booze may eventually be the only thing that extends his or her existence…

**Principle #8 – All Is One, All is Good, All is Unity**

From perspective of Universe, there is no division of things whatsoever. All creation is permeated by Divine presence even though we can’t see this realm. As we know from sacred texts, God reveals Himself through his actions on Earth, so we can study Him in more detail, look for Him behind every material object, circumstance or life event.

Likewise, from God’s perspective nothing appears to be bad. As you will see later, it is us who produce bad experiences using our false beliefs that we’ve picked up in our lives and beyond.

Turn these false beliefs into positive attitudes and your life circumstances will instantly change to positive experiences. Adopt God-like view of the world around you and you will see miracles.
There’s Power Within You

After successful surgery, a patient comes up to his surgeon to thank him. Surgeon replies: “Don’t thank me. It was the invisible Power that did the healing. My task was only to prepare all necessary conditions for the Power of Nature to heal your wounds.”

Power of Abundance is the same power that heals and grows everything new in people’s lives, in nature and in the Universe.

We can’t see or measure this Power, but we can witness its effects everywhere…

Somewhere back in the hills, there are huge lakes held back by giant dams. Natural path of water from of those lakes is diverted, so it flows over large turbines that produce electricity.

You may liken an individual to an electric light bulb. Light manifests through it, yet it is not produced by it.

Conducted through high tension wires, electricity generated by turbines passes through transformers which then pass it through network of wires down to a household located in nearby city.

Thus, the electricity is led from its power source into the tiniest wire of all, the wire within the bulb. This tiny bulb is an outlet of the Powerful Source located far away in hills.

And so are we, locked far away from our very own Source, trapped in this body of flesh in Material Universe, also called World of Action, a plane of coarse matter…while The Source is hidden in the subtlest sphere far beyond our ability to see It.

In fact, this makes perfect sense because if we were in constant visual presence of the Source (God), we would not be able to make any decisions on our own. Our free will would be non-existent because we would be living in a never-ending awe of God’s greatness.
Some call this Source Power of Abundance, God, Yah, Jehovah, Allah, Brahman or Buddha. Others call it Quantum Field, Subtle Energy, Chi, Qi, Ki or Higher Intelligence but meaning is still the same. Essentially, the Source and the Power are the very same thing since everything that exists is in fact, a one single Unified Whole.

But to study it, ancient masters as well as modern scientists had to divide this Whole into parts, because if everything in Universe was considered as One Single Whole, then there would be nothing to study.

We are talking about the same Power every time, regardless of what belief system we follow. Yet, this power has two extreme sides. On one side, it is characterized by anabolic qualities that create everything new and positive in Universe and on the other side, it is responsible for everything destructive and restrictive.

This program is not about motivation. With all honesty and respect, motivation is not as effective as many people think. Motivation comes and goes while the Power of Abundance grows within you and stays there forever.

As you unblock your own Subconscious Mind and the Power of Abundance starts flowing down to your body and life, you will quickly realize that this Power is going to:

• serve you the right situations, ideas and opportunities that you’ve asked for and then…

• it will drive you to effortlessly achieve your desires

You will physically feel this Power of Abundance within your own body and mind. This is the difference between being simply motivated and being driven by the Power of Abundance.

If we look deeply into old spiritual systems and mainstream religions, we see tiny connections that indicate they all come from one single source – one ‘master system’ that was long forgotten.
For example, consider the Father of Hebrew nation and his wife’s name, Abraham and Sarah – you may notice Hinduism’s highest intelligences to be curiously called Brahma and Saraswati, indicating linguistic resemblance with the Hebrew biblical figures.

Same goes for other religions, such as Islam’s Allah who has the same root ‘Al’ in his name as the Jewish El or Elohim, being one of the God’s Names revealed in the Old Testament. In addition, if you read Koran, you will find several instances where it tells stories about Jesus.

To get back to the point of this chapter, please note that according to ancient masters none of the Names of Power I mentioned above represent God’s real Name but rather an offspring of His Name that operates within respective level of creation and respective level of human mind.

In fact, God’s real Name, Name of the deepest Source of All is not publicly known. Some speculate that real Name of God is represented by the complete text of sacred Torah that contains over 304,000 Hebrew letters.

What we do know is that the Source is known under certain sub-names that relate to specific qualities and deeds, through which God reveals himself on this material plane of existence. Therefore, we can’t see Him, but we can observe effects He is causing in Nature, in our bodies, minds and lives.

When studying Hebrew Bible, ancient sages noticed that in different portions of the text, God’s Name was written differently. Sometimes He was called Adonay or Shadday. Elsewhere he was referred to as YHVH (The Ineffable Four-Letter Name), El or Elohim, Ehyeh or Tz’vaoth and so on.

You you don’t need to feel confused by these complicated Names, as everything will be laid out in front of you in an easy-to-understand format.
Investigating ancient texts, old masters then realized that there is a link between biblical passage and specific Name of God used in that portion of text.

They have been able to identify hidden relationships between individual Names of God and biblical stories. This eventually led to better understanding of creation and the structure of the Universe. In Kabbalah, the Jewish mystical philosophy and practice, this structure of creation is represented by the so-called God’s offices and by respective planes of existence that are often collectively known as Spheres – hebr. Sefirot (sing. Sephirah).

If you’ve ever seen the kabbalistic Tree of Life whose function is to map the entire process of creation and the structure of evolving Universe, you know what I mean.

Ancient sages went even further and discovered that using simple mathematic calculations, it was possible to precisely derive other Divine Names that could serve many different and often very specific purposes (i.e. healing specific illness, improve fortune etc.)

So, when you’re reading some advanced religious or kabbalistic book you may stumble upon such constructs as God’s One-Letter Name, 12, 17, 22, 27 or the 72-Letter Name of God.

Same situation with Archangels and Angels. How many Angelic Names do you know? In Hebrew texts, there are thousands of Angelic Names defined, grouped and their functions on Earth revealed.

As such, Angels have no will of its own. Not having free will, they are constantly obeyed to praise God and fulfill His commands.

To my own surprise, I was informed that due to absence of free will in Angels, they rank lower on evolution ladder than humans.

On the other hand, they are the Eyes, Ears, Limbs and Mouth of God and if you’re a believer you can use them to your full advantage.
Through these beings God creates, destroys, sees, listens, speaks and acts here in our physical world – often called as the World of Action.

It is said that if there were no angels we wouldn’t be able to move a single limb. These Messengers can be effectively used to carry our requests to God Himself using correct path in the complex structure of celestial organization.

Once you correctly form your Statement and call respective Divine Name, your message will be carried out to the Source. Then, the Angel will be sent back to manifest your request or deliver relevant message to you.

In some instances, it is perfectly fine to call God’s office directly, instead of calling an Angel.

Thus, for increasing wealth and financial abundance, you will not use Angelic names but rather the Names of God. More on that in respective Chapter.

All Names of Power have been derived from a collection of three different types of Jewish sacred texts collectively known as Torah.

Torah literally means “instruction” and has two parts. Written part and the Oral tradition. Oral Tradition was passed down from generation to generation only by word of mouth.

Most known part of written Torah is called Genesis.

According to legends, the first part of Torah was transmitted to Moses at the mount of Sinai directly by God. It is said that on the Mount of Sinai, Moses got into a trance state that enabled him to remember the complete text of Torah.
The Ancient View on The Source of Everything

“If you want to create an apple pie from scratch, you must first create the Universe” - Carl Sagan, astronomer

For generations, spiritual masters and scientists have been trying to find out how the universe was created. Billions of dollars were invested into technology and exploration of the universe. Other investments went into finding the smallest God-particle (called Higgs boson) using the Large Hadron Collider located in CERN Institute, Switzerland.

While scientists do all possible to reach and glean into farthest parts of universe, ancient spiritual masters who lacked the advancement of science studied old holy scriptures, observed nature and performed introspections for the very same reasons.

Here, I am going present you probably the most detailed and most sophisticated spiritual interpretation of how and why the Universe was created and what it means to you.

Following views have been derived from the Old Testament, especially form the Chapters of Genesis. These views have been in existence for centuries and were accepted by all Abrahamic religions (Islam, Judaism and Christianity).

This biblical interpretation of creation also resonates with many modern concepts found in science of psychology, physics and astronomy. In fact, it is very similar to The Big Bang Theory.

It is unfortunate that this spiritual interpretation has not been widely presented and there are strong chances you may have never heard of it before.

Please bear with me, as some of these explanations may get a little bit abstract and difficult to grasp at first.
In the west, many people imagine God as an old man sitting on a Throne of Glory, managing everybody and everything.

Ancients scripts tell us that God is neither male or female, though He is the only One at the base of all things – thus he is both male and female at the same time.

When He was the only one filling all space, before He created our Universe there was no duality, no time, no space and no events in existence. We call this initial stage as Negative Existence, beyond our ability to understand or comprehend.

We can discover God’s dual-gendered nature in the beginning of the Book of Genesis 1:3, as it states:

And said the Elohim: “Let there be light” and there was light.

The word Elohim is a Name of God – one of ten in the Old Testament.

Root of Elohim is ‘El’ meaning Deity. ‘Eloh’ is a feminine singular, in other words, a female Deity (a Goddess) while ‘-im’ is the plural ending for things that are masculine.

Elohim then should be translated either as ‘Gods and Goddesses’ or rather as ‘Dual Gendered Deity’.

In all translations, Bible uses erroneous masculine word ‘God’ that gives people wrong idea that masculine gender is being somehow superior to feminine.

So, what can we say about God that is hidden beyond the veil of our Universe of time, space and events? To be honest - not much - as human language has limitations in what it can describe.

That’s why we try to describe God by analogies, simplifications and metaphors – such as God is...Light, Good, Nothing, Infinite, Creator, Cause of All Causes, Omnipotent, Omnipresent, Almighty etc.

Old masters also believed that it was impossible to ascribe any definitive form to God. However, they were able to come close to
finding reasons why He created our universe and how exactly this creation took place.

They speculated that He created universe, souls and the material plane so he could SHARE his goodness for one single reason….so that he could comprehend, know and evolve himself. (Our material Universe and our souls are considered the ultimate receivers of His Light.)

This later idea is interesting since if God was the only one in existence he wouldn’t have any reference point against which he would be able to know or comprehend himself.

So, to share his good, he had to create something that’s not exactly him, although it is made of him – a counterpart, so to speak.

To simplify, if we compare God to Light, then he had to create a vessel that would be the ultimate receiver of His Light. Thus, we are getting to the first act of sharing between two elements. This the first created Duality – a concept known as the Light and the Vessel, Cause and Effect, Sharing and Receiving.

In relation to God, the whole material Universe is represented by galaxies, planets and in fact by you and me - we are the vessels, the passive receiving element while God is the active element of Light and sharing.

In Hebrew, God is characterized by the first letter of Hebrew alphabet ‘Alef’ – which is similar to letter A. As all Hebrew letters have their specific meaning, letter Aleph means ‘master’ or ‘teacher’ and ‘ox’ – all these terms represent the unbound Creative Power and the Creator himself.

God is also known under the word AIN, meaning ‘Absence’ or ‘Nothing’. And the word Nothing is so abstract that we can only interpret it as the Absence of Everything. Now, let’s follow this lead, go deeper and follow reasoning of the old sages….
The only other word that we can ascribe to the word Nothing is ‘Infinity’ – in Hebrew - ‘Soph’ – arriving at the word combination ‘Ain Soph’ – the Infinite Nothing.

Why do we ascribe the word Infinity to Nothing? Because *nothing* is something that is *infinitely* small.

After centuries of analysis, kabbalists concluded that this Infinite Nothing must be outside time, space and events – thus emanating actual space, time and events.

This Ain Soph is known elsewhere as The Highest Principle, God, Eternal Living Spirit, Eternal Being, Eternal Presence, Ultimate Reality, Boss of All Bosses or Negative Existence beyond time, space and events.

In other words, everything that was, is and will be created comes from this Infinite Nothing.

This means that all that was, is and will be created already existed in potential - at the level of Ain Soph (the infinite nothing) - before it manifested in the physical universe.

As I said previously, when you focus on the word Nothing, it evokes something infinitely small deep within you. When you focus on the word Infinite, you may start to perceive something infinitely large.

Thus, the words Nothing and Infinity indicate some form of relationship, interaction and exchange of energy between two enormous opposites (Infinitely Small vs. Infinitely Large).

This interaction of two opposites then emanates third aspect called – Ain Sof Aur - The Infinite Light.

Imagine how much LIGHT can be created when infinitely small point and infinitely large space rapidly exchange polarity.

This enormous frequency of energy exchange generates LIGHT so intense that it is beyond human perception and comprehension.
At this point we are still talking about a state that was before Creation of Physical Universe. We are talking about the moment which was outside time, space and events as we know them. As you may have noticed, we are talking about certain triad of power, three interconnected elements.

In other words, the infinitely small point can be compared to a Positive and Active Seed while the infinitely large space can be perceived as a Negative and Passive Womb.

Interaction and balanced state between these two poles of Infinitely Small element and Infinite Large element creates Infinite Light, that in turn emanates three-dimensional universe of Space, Time, Events and the reality as we know it.

Since one of the essential spiritual laws says: “As above (in heaven), so below (on earth)”, we can easily view this Triad of Power working as One from our human perspective.

Here are just some of the examples:

a) Infinite, Nothing and Light forming Un-manifested God (Ain-Sof-Aur)
b) Positive, negative and neutral forming Polarity
c) Father, Son and the Holy Spirit forming Christianity
d) Yin, Yang and Tao forming Taoism
e) Generator, Operator and Destroyer (also) forming God
f) Action, Reaction and Balance forming Mechanics
g) Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis forming Logic
h) Father, Mother and Baby forming Family
i) Past, Present and Future forming Time
j) Inhalation, Exhalation and Holding Breath forming Life
k) Fire, Air and Water forming Earth
In addition, old masters reasoned that Ain Soph (God) has no memory, past or future – it is an Absolute Presence that we can only experience when we meditate or concentrate on something with focused attention.

Having now the basic idea about God, let’s have a look on how and why the Universe was created according to ancient sages.

**Creation of the Universe**

All universes (there are more, as you will see) are both surrounded and permeated by the Infinite Light of God. There is no absence of God. God conceived of as unknowable, beyond all limits of time and space, incomprehensible to human mind is far beyond the power of any words to describe.

According to Issac Luria (13th century kabbalist), the Infinite God created finite universe in a series of stages, beginning with an act of “contraction” within the Infinite Light itself. When the will arose to create the worlds, the Infinite Light withdrew large portion of its Light away from a point at its very center, creating apparently empty void within which the finite worlds could be created.

Into this empty space – large enough to contain all worlds and universes, was radiated a single beam of Light directed right into the center of the void. As the Light was traveling down to the void’s center, it gradually created spheres of progressively decreasing intensity of light, one within the other (see image below).

There were myriads of spheres created. However, for our purpose we will only consider them in two ways. As five worlds and ten spheres, each corresponding to one of the ten Names of God mentioned in the Old Testament. These five worlds and ten spheres represent successive stages through which God’s beam of light eventually created our physical Universe – in the center of the empty void that is being farthest from God.
Since our material universe is farthest from its source, we consider all other spheres as filters of God’s light, making it almost impossible for us to perceive all the heavenly glory from our perspective.

But there is a good reason for this set up. This is the only way we can have Free Will because if we saw the Heavenly Glory, we would be living in constant awe that would not let us decide freely.
We can compare this process to something on practical level: If you’re trying to change something in your life, you must first create a space for it, in both your mind and life, so that the new stuff is free to grow within you and around you.

In our case, space in your mind is created after you wipe off the old content of your Deeper Mind, so it can accept new thoughts (new uninterrupted beam of light).

The image above shows how the Light travels through all the spheres and worlds, eventually reaching our material universe, our minds and bodies where it sustains, maintains and feeds life.

It is said that if only for a fraction of second this process of renewal would cease to exist, universes would disappear in an instant.
Breaking Of The Vessels

Lurianic explanation of Creation goes much more into detail.

Let me explain what, according to Luria happened after the first beam of light created the universes, in simple terms.

Now after all was done and the universes were created, something apparently unexpected happened – a Cosmic Drama, so to speak.

According to Isaac Luria, the vessels (spheres) were initially interconnected improperly and after some time, they were not able to withstand the ever-flowing Light of God.

Universes were in a state of chaos.

This caused that spheres and universes shattered. This process is also known as Tzimtzum, the Contraction of Light. These shattered pieces of spheres, (made by and of the Divine Light) were freely floating in the void and cooled down into various temperature levels.

Due to their weight, coolest pieces fell into our material sphere. These shards are said to represent physical parts of our Universe, such as planets and asteroids while the hottest of them are sparks that represent human souls.

It is also necessary to mention that most of these shards returned to its Emanator during the process of Breaking and only some of them became entrapped in the material universe.
The Second Beam and Correction

Being in state of chaos, the Ain Sof (Infinite Nothing) then sent a second beam of Light into the empty void and established a whole new order in all the worlds.

At the same time, this beam of Light also concentrated all shattered Divine sparks into material shells. These are now known as the actual human bodies of people, animals, vegetable and mineral worlds.

According to Luria, we as humans are responsible for overcoming these shells by rooting out bad deeds, destructive habits, limits of coarse matter etc. and then elevate the fallen sparks (our souls) into the uppermost world of Ain Soph. This process is called Correction (Tikkun).

This is done by following God’s commandments, using Correct Thoughts instead of operating according to false beliefs, performing acts of kindness, good deeds, charity or by practicing special meditative techniques (called Yichudim – Unifications).

Thus, when we replace our false beliefs with correct thoughts, we not only improve our financial situation or medical condition. We are doing much more for our own souls. We re-set them up for the original purpose, which is nothing else but unification with the Source.

In addition, all these acts of correction we perform influence and correct the upper worlds too, since the principle “As above, so below” is also valid the other way - “As below, so above”.

Having basic idea about creative process and the Infinite Nothing that preceded all creation, we can now look inside the actual structure of the empty void. As you will later see, this will help you understand how your mind is structured and how it works. At the outermost layer of the void is the World of Archetypes, then comes the World of Creation,
World of Formation and finally, the World of Action which is our Material Universe, with all its planets and inhabitants.

Here's a perfect example…

Imagine a four-store building. Let’s say you enter one of the doors and see a large amount of different types of chairs in the storage room. This is a chair division. In fact, on this floor you can find divisions for just about anything…car division, fashion division, canned soup division, section on planets, solar systems and galaxies etc.

This is the World of Action, our material universe. Where do these chairs and other items come from? Well, they’re not of this Earth at all. All these chairs here are only manifested here on this plane. Let’s go one floor up. Here we see people dressed in white just like scientists. Most of them hold pencils, mechanical tools or T-squares and are involved in heated debates. You can also find composers and artists in other rooms on this floor.

This is the World of Formation where everything tangible or intangible that manifests in the World of Action is being designed. This is the world of Angels and the world of thought processes. All these guys here take inspiration from somewhere, so let us go and have a look at the third floor.

Third floor is not so crowded as the second one, but here and there you see someone slowly walking from one side of a room to the other. That someone suddenly starts screaming, “I got it, I got it! The world needs a light bulb so that people can extend their days and see in the darkness! I’d better talk to scientists on the second floor to see if they can design anything like that!” This is the world of inventors – The World of Creation inhabited by Archangels.

What’s in the fourth floor? This is the World of Archetypes, a dwelling place of God’s Ten Offices manifested in empty void. These offices represent the Will of un-manifested Ain Soph – the Infinite Nothing. A Pure Celestial Energy that only thinks in concepts. For example, if
God’s office thinks about concept of (physical) rest, respective Archangel takes the idea and invents a chair. This invention is then passed down on to Angels who design all kinds of chairs that are then produced and manifested in the World of Action.

Obviously, great thinkers and inventors such as Thomas A. Edison was drawing inspired directly from this World of Creation.

As you may have noticed, we are going away from the initial undivided unity of the Ain. So, let me summarize the process:

• First there was Nothingness – AIN (Primordial Unity)
• Then there was Infinity – SOF (Primordial Duality – Ain Sof)
• From interaction between Nothingness and Infinity, primordial Light was created – AUR (Trinity)
• This trinity of Ain Sof Aur formed another quality (or tetrad if you will) called “Un-manifested God” beyond time, space and events
• Then there was Ain Sof Aur’s Will to Create the Worlds. This process was rather complex, so we are not going into details, but the advanced students here will know that I am talking about the so-called Adam Kadmon (Primordial Man) – the first archetype and interface between unmanifested and manifested worlds – according to this archetype everything else was created
• Then, Ain Sof Aur created the empty void and sent a single beam of Light into the center, forming numerous spheres with progressively diminishing intensity of light. At the center of this void is our material universe.
• Within this empty void, four large worlds were created – the World of Archetypes, Creation, Formation and World of Action which is the physical universe as we know it.

These four worlds are often symbolized by the four Hebrew letters Yod, Heh, Vav, Heh – representing the Ineffable Four-Letter Name of
God - YHVH - erroneously pronounced by many ‘so-called experts’ as Jehovah. The Name YHVH is also known as the Tetragrammaton or the Ineffable Name. This Name of God is central to Judaism and you may notice its depiction on every synagogue.

ינוה

World of Archetypes  God’s Offices  Yod  י
World of Creation  Archangels  Heh  ה
World of Formation  Angels  Vav  ו
World of Action  Men  Heh  ה

Bourges Cathedral, France
For our purposes there is absolutely no need to know these strange letters, although Hebrew alphabet, meaning of the Hebrew letters, its numerical value, visual form and numerical position in the Hebrew alphabet plays very important role in the advanced art and science of manifestation.

Reason why I described the whole creation process lies in Genesis 1:26 “And the Elohim said…let us make man in our image” and Genesis 1:27 “…in the image of God created Him (man)” – this latter passage means that we were endowed with creative qualities of God, on a lower scale.

Thus, the structure of human mind and soul has similar components as the entire structure of the Universe.

This biblical passage tells us that ‘As above, so below’ so often mentioned in spiritual circles means that man is the microcosm of the Universe on a lower scale.

With this Knowledge, let’s move on to describe the structure of human mind. I believe you will be able to recognize that modern scientists and ancient mystics view human mind identically and that there are also many similarities in terms of qualities and attributes assigned to every component of human mind.
Levels of Human Mind

Structure of human mind can be approached from many perspectives, be it scientific or spiritual, so please consider this material as purely introductory. My effort here is to present you a model that you can apply to your practical manifestation work.

Everything discussed below is in line with teachings of the Kabbalah and the psychology of C. G. Jung, specifically the work of his student and colleague Roberto Assagioli.

I am 100% convinced that these two gentlemen built their knowledge of human mind and soul using ancient sources as there are way too many similarities with the ancient views on human mind.

Here are the four basic levels of human mind and soul (for purpose of this program, we can use these two terms interchangeably):

1. Superconscious Mind/Soul – the gateway and entrance of inspiration, Divine Will (according to old sages) and new ideas into your conscious awareness – typically illustrated in ancient manuscripts as a round sphere above human head – corresponds to the un-manifested Ain Sof Aur.

2. Conscious Mind/Soul - Dwelling place of your Ego – Thoughts starting with: I am, I decide, I choose – associated with a sphere positioned on human head (or forehead) – corresponds to the World of Archetypes

3. Higher Subconscious Mind/Soul – Trigger of emotions and love – ascribed to the heart level – corresponds to the World of Creation

4. Middle Subconscious/Unconscious Mind/Soul – Storage of habits and memory, this is your manifestation loom or automatic servant that does not judge its content, stores all content from Conscious Mind, is responsible for automatic bodily functions such as
digestion, breathing, heartbeat, metabolism etc. – ascribed to solar plexus or more specifically to liver - the manifestation loom that creates your reality – corresponds to the World of Formation

…including…

Lower Subconscious Mind/Soul – source of survival instincts, fight or flight syndrome, regenerative functions and sexual urges, rough force – associated with genital area - corresponding to the World of Action

In this course, you will primarily work with your Conscious Mind and Middle Subconscious Mind. I will soon explain why.

But first, let me add one more spiritual view on human mind and how it extends beyond the point of your brain.

**Your Whole Body Equals Your Mind**

Though this may sound contradictory, ancient masters claimed that every cell of your physical body is also part of your mind and soul.

From a different view point, this is perfectly in line with current scientific opinion that human thoughts and emotions affect one's physical health.

In fact, many scientists now believe that every cell in your body is a miniature of your mind. All the cells in your body are capable accepting thoughts at their level of operation directly from your Conscious and Subconscious (Deeper) Mind, acting accordingly. This means, that if your subconscious mind is full of negative and destructive thoughts and habits, cells in your body also exhibit destructive and negative patterns of operations which lead to various illnesses and health issues.
Your Environment, People and Events in Your Life

Spiritual masters also believed that just as God’s physical body is our physical Universe, our mind is extended into the environment we live in. Starting from aura encompassing your physical body, up to your work, home, friends, family, colleagues, daily situations etc. - this all is also considered part of your body, mind and soul.

Your body and mind is the center of yourself, the environment and the people you meet is your circumference, so to speak.

Recall how many times have you asked your friends if they can remind you of some past event? You have used their minds as yours.

How many times have you asked other people to do something for you? You used them as your own limbs for some purpose. This again gives sense to the above initial statement.

Lastly, there is one part of mind that modern psychology calls Collective Unconscious (C. G. Jung).

According to Jung, Collective Unconscious refers to external structures of subconscious mind that are shared among beings of the same species.

Jung further states that this collective unconscious is populated by instincts and archetypes containing universal symbols such as Wise Old Man, Great Mother, the Shadow, the Tower, Water, Tree of Life and more.

In spiritual circles, this collective mind is called Mind of The Infinite, Endless Mind (elsewhere: Akashic Records) and it is said that to contain all past experiences of the entire human race. As such, the Endless Mind permeates all worlds bearing qualities of the Creator – i.e. Omnipotence, Omnipresence and Omniscience.
It is your Subconscious Mind that is tightly bound to the Endless Mind and you will be using this relationship to send out conscious commands through your Subconscious Mind directly into the Stream of the Endless Mind, expecting it to come back with solutions to your requests.

You may have noticed that all divisions of your mind I had mentioned, including the external Collective Unconscious literally encompass the whole universe.

In fact, there is only one Mind/Soul in existence, portion of which is incarnated in your body. The rest is everywhere.
How Your Mind Works

“How thinking and acting the same way every time, you will be getting the same results, all the time. Get out of your own way.”

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider that you only have two parts of Mind, each having different functions.

Your Conscious [Surface] Mind is one that thinks and decides.

Conscious Mind constantly analyzes everything and then thinks, “I decide to” or “I choose to”. It is that part of your Mind that you use when you are dialing phone number or when you are learning to play piano.

Conscious Mind needs to ‘think’ every number you’re about to dial into your cellphone. However, once you learn the phone number or learn to play piano ‘by heart’, all had already been stored within your Subconscious Mind and your Conscious Mind is that information out of that storage space.

Your Subconscious Mind* stores all your experiences and beliefs including those that were wired into it from your ancestors. This is the reason why when you’re dialing that number again, you’re not really ‘thinking about it’. Your Subconscious Mind does that job for you.

Conscious Mind is on a Higher Level [it has the decision Power] than Subconscious Mind. Your Conscious Mind doesn’t have any storage space and therefore it is not bound by experiences from your past nor does it worry about future (because all worries about future come from past experiences).

When Conscious Mind is active, it lives in Presence - just as the un-manifested God lives outside Time, Space and Events without the past or future.
Everything that you consciously think of happens at your Conscious Level only for a tiny little [present] moment and then it fades away or gets stored within your Subconscious Mind.

Subconscious Mind on the other hand, is the real creator of your everyday reality. It is that creative and productive part of our mind that is always looking for impulse or commands from your Conscious Mind.

It takes any thought from Conscious Mind and makes it a reality. Neither does it judge whether an input is good or bad. This part of your Mind is completely automatic and obeys all thoughts, ideas or commands from Conscious Mind.

Subconscious Mind does not have any freedom of choice or any decision power. It accepts any thought produced by the Conscious Mind and acts just like earth, accepting any seed. Unfortunately, Subconscious Mind is habitual. It works primarily according to commands that you have wired into it repeatedly or with significant (positive or negative) emotional impulse in the past.

Main goal of this program is to provide you with ready-made tools that will help you effortlessly and quickly reprogram your Deeper Mind’s old content, regardless of how dominant that content currently is. Since the Subconscious Mind is a reliable agent, we are now aware that changing your thought feed is going to force your Deeper Mind to manifest a whole new reality.

Let us summarize why merely thinking about your desire can’t bring you any results…
Why Prayers Are Not Heard

We all pray and have desires. Yet our prayers go by unheard. However, the Universe does not give us desires because he wants to torture us or block their fulfilment. He gives them to us because he wants them to be fulfilled. It is us who stand in our own way. More precisely, our old beliefs. There are two possible reasons why we are not getting what we want.

Reason One: Inhibiting Beliefs

Life is driven by Principles and Laws. Let us briefly look at the most prominent one - the Law of Cause and Effect.

If you plant an onion, you can’t expect that a rose grows up from the onion seed. This also applies to beliefs and doubts you hold in your Deeper Mind. You need to root these out and replace them with new, correct thoughts to experience new results that will be in conformity with your will.

In other words, these old inhibiting beliefs represent blocks at the subconscious level. This blocks partially inhibit free flow of the abundant energy that already IS passing through your body and out into your life in certain amount.

This is where Healing Statements come in. This intelligent way of short structured commands can wipe off all your limiting beliefs almost immediately, replacing them with correct and positive thoughts, forcing your Subconscious Mind to work on your behalf automatically.

But as I said in the promotional video, that’s not all. Despite the Healing Statements work effectively on their own, my method goes far beyond that.
If you want to increase the power of Healing Statements, you can add the Names of Power into your manifestation session and experience faster results.

**Reason Two: Dialing Wrong Number**

Names of Power are vibratory formulas derived from holy scriptures. These word constructs have been used for centuries and helps align individuals with all levels of creation (the Four Worlds), enabling them to draw powerful current of the Energy of Abundance into their bodies and lives.

Look back and remember what was written in the Bible itself. Think on how Universe is structured according to old kabbalists.

How is The Endless Mind dealing with the Universe It created?

Endless Mind (The One) is dealing with each component of His Universe the planets, people, animals, plants and stones using a well-thought out structure of His Offices (Archetypal World), Archangels (Creative World) and Angels (Formative World) - Malachim (messengers) and Maggidim (those who relate with people).

These Entities are bundles of Divine Energy represented by unique measurable frequencies and vibrations. Through these the Endless Mind creates all events and circumstances in nature and in people’s lives.

Further, we also accept that The Endless Mind is good in His essence and that He created everything in this Universe. He also sustains and renews everything - every single millisecond - by sending Creative Light beams into every part of His creation.

We don’t see the Endless Mind, but we see effects of Its actions.
Endless Mind as One interacts with Its Creation (the many) using myriads of Archangels and Angels that act as intermediaries between our material universe and the subtle plane where the Endless Mind is dwelling.

The Endless Mind creates and destructs every single planet, grows every plant, stone, animal or person. He is responsible for destruction of everything old so that new growth can take place (The Life and Death Principle).

We have been created in the image of The Endless Mind. This means that we have certain qualities and features that resemble his attributes, i.e. ability to create and destroy, love, think, build, speak, etc. but is The Endless Minds that creates and destroys through us.

The Endless Mind bestows its Creation with constant flow of abundant energy that flows through every single created thing.

Your task is to increase the amount of Abundance (called Shefa in Hebrew) by purifying your Subconscious Mind. The amount or intensity of this Energy is directly related to the way you think and to what you believe in, because your thoughts may inhibit its free flow that is happening through your mind and body.

The Endless Mind is hidden, yet we can recognize Him based on His actions.

For example, we know that He is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. He also is the Life and Death Principle. When we acknowledge these qualities of The Endless Mind, we can expect changes in our bodies and lives because for the Endless Mind there is no barrier, delay in delivery and there is nothing It can’t solve.

The Endless Mind is subjective and impersonal. It is both, the Law and Order. Look at how the giant machinery of physical universe works. Study planetary orbits or observe how yearly seasons come and go on Earth in cycles, and you will quickly realize that there is constant
repetition and order behind everything. This is the reason why scientists are trying to find order in everything that is.

There are just too many ways to sense The Endless Mind behind any mundane affair. Likely, there are too many ways how we could name The Endless Mind or Its Powers – Providence, Fortune, Abundance, Wisdom, Understanding, Mercy, Severity, Beauty, Victory, Glory, Harmony, Foundation etc.

The best and simplest definition of celestial structure I have ever heard was in a conversation between Zalman Schachter Shalomi (known as Reb Zalman) and Dalai Lama. Zalman said: “Ultimately, there are no angels, ultimately there is only God.”

“But the garment God wears appears to us as an angel. So, God has a little finger, and the little finger, as it were, has a glove (i.e. God’s Office), and the glove has another glove (Archangel) and the outermost glove is what we would call an angel, or what we would call a wind or force in the universe.”

“But what moves them is always the power of the Creator.”

“I can clearly imagine, that you may find it hard to believe that simply reciting some Name of Power is going to have significant effect on your manifestation efforts. My own experiences with the system as well as experiences of my students proved the effect is going to be enormous!”

Simply reciting Names of Power exactly as outlined in my accompanying audios or mp4s prior and after your Healing Statement is going to instantly invoke Deity relevant to your chosen objective.

Sacred texts also state that the ultimate gift human being can receive is the existence itself. The Endless Mind wasn’t forced to create the universe, to bestow good upon humans and the entire creation. But what is this good? The Endless Mind said: “You according to your strength. Me according mine.”
This can be interpreted that The Endless Mind always gives his maximum amount of abundance to every individual.

However, you only receive as much as you can possibly bear. With your old false beliefs, you can accept very little of this Power.

Since you now understand that the entire existence is an act of Charity where you are the ultimate receiving vessel – you must open your mind and hands to receive more of this energy.
How Desire Comes to You

This is an important part missed by many practitioners. As you will soon see, you first exercise will be to get a better picture about your desire.

This little practice will help you pin down your desire into its final material form.

However, you need to let your Deeper Mind decide how the outcome eventually manifests. In the actual Healing Statement, you want to present your request in more general terms.

Being part of the Endless Mind, your Subconscious Mind knows better and selects the best way to manifest your desire.

When the energy of abundance starts flowing down to your Subconscious Mind, it will pick up all the information about the desire you’ve written down on paper.

Deeper Mind then sends this information out to the Endless (Collective) Mind that will bring about the result.
Unlimited Resources of Subconscious Mind

In previous chapters, we have discussed the relationship between Conscious and Subconscious Mind and how you can influence one with the other to achieve a positive change in your life.

In this chapter, we will look at how the Subconscious Mind relates to the Endless Mind and how it can use its unlimited resources to bring about the change within your life almost instantly.

Subconscious Mind is often termed as the Manifestation Loom and since it has direct connection to the Endless Mind, it has access to all experiences of the entire human race.

It remembers all stories of how a wealth or success was built in every corner of this Planet at any given moment of time. It knows everything about healing of any disease that ever took place and even how every love or relationship started or was restored.

The Endless Mind has all the knowledge and all the Power to achieve anything. You just need to feed your Subconscious Mind with proper commands, so it can reach out to the Endless Mind and manifest the results you want.

The Endless Mind doesn’t live in the past or future. It lives in Presence that contains all past events and all possibilities of future. Likewise, the Endless Mind doesn’t know any distance because it is part of everything. It is Omnipresent.

This means there is no time and distance limit on when, where and how your desire manifests.
Cause and Effect Revisited

As I mentioned previously, nothing is wasted in the Universe. Every positive or negative thought and deed comes back to you, sooner or later.

The Universe is fair. It never fails to disappoint you. The only one who can disappoint yourself is you – just as I am disappointing myself in that I give wrong instructions to my own Subconscious Mind.

But it’s not your fault, because until now you didn’t have this knowledge. It took me long time to realize that I was sabotaging my own progress by planting wrong thoughts, beliefs and opinions into myself.

It may be difficult to stop thinking negatively, but this can be learned in steps. First, when negative thought pops up in your mind, observe it but never manifest this thought by expressing it loudly. Just let it fade away from your mind. It only requires to be a little calm and to control your emotions little more.

Avoid negative conversation. If you speak with someone whose mouth is full of negative stories, try to change the subject and if it doesn’t work, leave.

Every person ‘spreads seeds’ every time he or she thinks and speaks. Positive and negative, all thoughts grow silently along each other. It is only a matter of time when you harvest what you had planted.

This means that by right of consciousness you are exactly on the spot where you are meant to be, right now. From now on, plant your thought seeds carefully and wisely. There is no fate, only your planted seeds.

Once you understand this concept, you can start planting new seeds and expect positive changes. When? Remember there is no time or distance limit to the Endless Mind, so expect results very, very fast.
What Are We Really Healing

The Manifestation Masterkey is all about activating inner process of healing that results in manifestation of your desire.

*You will use a special Healing Statement with the intent of producing desired change in your mind, body and life that will be in conformity with your will.*

But why do I call it a healing? Because Healing is an act of Unification. When you cut yourself the two split sides of your skin need to unify to remove the opening.

In fact, all lack of financial resources, every illness, lack of health and love, even hate and envy is perceived as a *separation* from the abundant energy that grows and maintains everything in the Universe.

In ancient times, all human thoughts that were not directed to the Supreme God were perceived as Evil. Thus, by pointing your thoughts toward the abundance, you are not only healing your body or changing some of your life circumstances.

*You are healing your thought process by changing your mind’s content.*

Once you replace your old false beliefs, external changes will happen automatically. You are healing the cause, not the effect here.

Real healing takes place in your Subconscious Mind.

Don’t think of money and what you can buy for it. Think of the Universal Principle of Abundance and the money will follow. Prosperity is not primarily money, it is a deep internal state of your mind out of which money grow in one way or the other.

We recognize seven core False Beliefs, that are also known as the Parent Thoughts. These Parent Thoughts are at root of your thinking. Remove the Parent thoughts so they don’t give birth the off-springs –
those other, smaller false beliefs that you may be holding in the back of your mind.

Change one dominant Parent Thought (Core False Belief) and all the rest of incorrect beliefs are going to fall apart in no time.

In fact, changing just one single Core Parent Thought also weakens any other of the seven Core Parent Thoughts within your mind.

So, you only need to select one Healing Statement (Magnet) that removes just one Core Parent Thought and work only with that. You don’t need to use any other of the remaining six Healing Statements whatsoever.

A Core False Belief related to lack of financial resources, prosperity and wealth is called The Parent Thought of Vanity, Futility and Overload.

Deep in your mind, you may believe that you’re far away from all the wealth and prosperity. You may think that you don’t have the necessary knowledge, luck, skills or will to reach the financial freedom you want.

That is of course, not true.

You need to replace this Parent Thought of Vanity, Futility and Overload with what I call a Master Thought – in this case it is the Master Thought of Adequacy and Resourcefulness.

This Correct Thought will make you internally convinced that you have all the power and resources to acquire wealth and financial freedom.

This new belief will be released by your Subconscious Mind into Endless Mind that will take care of the rest and manifest the wealth in your life.

Using this very same Master Thought, I built my own wealth with only a $360 in my pocket.

I found a business opportunity when I was shopping in a local discount store. I found a tiny little product and suddenly, I envisioned myself placing an offer of this product on the internet.
I did just that and it proved to be the right thing.

Something inside my own being was driving me to take advantage of this opportunity. I was so convinced about the success that there was nothing that could have stopped me from acting and posting the product offer on-line.

Today, my brand sells over 30 different home products and almost all parts of my daily business operations has been outsourced, leaving me with more time to focus on enjoying my life.

Since the Endless Mind knows how every of success and business was built, once you tap into this resource all the money, wealth and prosperity will start to manifest fast.

You already have all the resources at your fingertips – just give it a try.

Theory of False Beliefs states that past ancestors of every person developed certain beliefs about life and these have been stored deeply within each individual Subconscious Mind.

Other false beliefs may have molded during our own lives as a result of upbringing or negative situations and event.

People who come from long lineage of poor ancestors who never experienced any significant success tend to have the False Belief of Vanity, Futility and Overload rooted more powerfully than those who come from richer lineages.

Add negative experiences and beliefs you’ve picked up in your current life and see this Core False Belief increase in strength, further negatively influencing your level of prosperity.

With regards to health, it works the same way. Man does not only think with his brain, he thinks with his whole body. Every cell in your body takes information from your Subconscious Mind and adapts to its content.
Cells in your body are not able to think independently, so they follow commands from your Subconscious Mind. Everything that comes out of your mind becomes a specimen or pattern that every cell in your body follows.

If you often feel irritated, your cells get irritated too. And since every thought constantly looks for an outlet, you may end up being diagnosed with inflammation on your skin or with a stomach ulcer.

Over years, this irritating mindset is going to infuse all cells in your body with irritation. Eventually, you may find yourself exhibiting irritation toward people and life in general. Not to say that this negative thought can cause even more damage to your overall health.

*From spiritual perspective, the Universe only thinks perfect thoughts through us. The Universe sees everything as perfect. It is us who adopt different, often negative views on everything, thus blocking the flow of perfect thoughts the Universe wants to think through our minds.*

We must let the Universe *think* its perfect thoughts through us.

Man needs the Infinite Universe (the Endless Mind) for Power and Infinite Universe needs man as an outlet for its power of abundance to manifest.

Let me rephrase that. Remember the reason why the Infinite Ain Sof (The Infinite Light) created the empty void, the worlds and all the living beings?

Because the God was alone, wanted to know itself, share its goodness and evolve. This could have happened only if the Ain Sof had something or someone to compare to. To evolve, the Infinite Ain Sof *needs you* as an outlet.

The old saying “if you surrender to God, God will surrender to you” now gets completely different meaning.
Setting Up Your Subconscious Mind

Do this little exercise prior to your first manifestation session. You only need to do this once for each desire you want to see manifested in your life.

Sit down in a quiet place where you won’t be disturbed. With pen and paper in your hands, spend couple of minutes thinking about your desire. This exercise is essential in preparing your Subconscious Mind so that it can take over your desire. IT needs to know what it is you really want and why.

Write following four questions down. Contemplate each question and write down definitive answers on each. Be fully honest to yourself and don’t hold back. There is no good or bad answer here. Choose only one objective at a time and write as much as you can next to each question.

Questions for Wealth, Money and Prosperity Manifestation:

1. How much money, am I asking for exactly?
2. Why do I need the money?
3. What will I use the money for and why do I want the money?
4. What am I willing to sacrifice for manifestation of this desire?

Last question is very important. You don’t want to sacrifice too much. But you need to come up with an answer.

Remember, in the Universe “Nothing is for Free” and this is a Law.

This Law has also been long known in modern physics as the Law of Conservation Energy, defined by Rudolph Clausius in 1850. If you ask for something you wouldn’t normally get in your life, some amount of a subtle energy will have to be exerted to manifestation of your desire.

And that energy will have to be replaced in one way or the other from your own resources.
If you define what you are willing to sacrifice before working your manifestation sessions, your total loss will equal to what you were willing to sacrifice

I usually sacrifice some small tangible thing in my possession that I had purchased in my past. It can also be food or a drop of an olive oil.

Recently, a new student asked me: “Glenn, why can’t I sacrifice let’s say poverty?” I answered: You should always sacrifice something that is of value to you.

If there is an Intelligent Being out there, it may not be fond of receiving a poverty in exchange for favor.

If you are a purist and want to go an extra mile, you can create a small altar in your backyard or in the nearby forest and donate i.e. food leftovers to it, once per week. Another great idea is to recite your Healing Statement right there at the altar or the place where you regularly donate your sacrifice.

So, here are the question you want to have answered in detail before your first manifestation session.

**Questions for Health Manifestation:**

1. What exactly do I want to heal?
2. Why exactly do I want to get healed?
3. What will I do when I get healed?
4. What am I willing to sacrifice for manifestation of this desire?

**Questions for New Relationship Manifestation:**

1. What are the criteria for my new partner, what do I expect from him and what can I give him in return?
2. Why do I want new relationship?
3. What changes do I expect in my life once I have the new partner in my life?
4. What am I willing to sacrifice for manifestation of this desire?
Questions for Existing Relationship Restoration:

1. What do I want to improve in my current relationship?
2. Why do I want to improve my current relationship?
3. What changes do I expect in my life when my current relationship improves?
4. What am I willing to sacrifice for manifestation of this desire?
Pre-Done Statements for Wealth and Health

Income follows consciousness. Jesus once said: “Unto everyone that hath shall be given, but for him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath”. This one is indeed harsh, but it draws the picture of what he was trying to say – that man’s thoughts do have power and that you should cultivate money your consciousness. And that is exactly what the Healing Statements are all about.

In this chapter, you will find seven ready-made Healing Statements. Each one is designed to wipe out one of the seven Core False Beliefs (Parent Thoughts) from your Subconscious Mind, replacing them with Correct Master Thought.

Simply go over each Healing Statement and find the one that best relates to the problem or issue you want to solve.

If you don’t find your problem listed below, pick the False Belief #1: Vanity, Futility and Overload or False Belief #3: Loss and Separation.

If you prefer creating your own Healing Statement, you can take any ready-made statement and adjust the Reasoning Part to better reflect your current situation.

Just be careful not to change other parts of each statement as the other parts are inevitable for full manifestation.

You can rewrite your chosen Healing Statement into your PC text editor or into your smartphone and adjust it right there. You can also write it down on a piece of paper and spend day or two memorizing it. If you find memorization difficult, you can read it loudly from the paper, PC or smartphone once, maximum two times per day.

Ideally you want to recite it once loudly in the morning and then silently in your mind in the evening. Or vice versa.
If you have decided to sue the word God instead of Endless Mind, it would be even better is you replace “God” with “Adonay” as this is a real Name of Power (vibratory formula).

As I said previously, you can replace the Endless Mind with any word that better reflects your personal beliefs and world view

For maximum effect, please try not to miss any session and stick to it for minimum of 21 days.

These are the universal components of a properly structured Healing Statement:

1. **The Opening Part** where you are going to **align** yourself with the structure of the universe, **recognizing** its powers: *I am the extension of the Endless Mind. Endless Mind never runs away from anything, ever for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by Its Universal Power.*

2. **Reasoning Part** – you can adjust this part. Here, you are using arguments to take away all doubts.

3. **The Realization Part** where you reconfirm the reasoning part with following statement: “This is the Truth and it is so.”

4. **The Release Part** where you acknowledge that your desire was released into the Endless Mind and the result is fully in the Endless Mind’s hands. Here, it is important that you ‘release your desire’ with absolute confidence in the power of the Endless Mind: *I now release this thought into the Endless Mind.*

5. **The Rejoicing Part** where you thank the Endless Mind with the expectancy of results: *I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.*
What follows are the seven pre-done Healing Statements. Each replaces one of the core false beliefs with correct thought.

Stick to one Healing Statement for at least 21 days. I have also created small workbooks with the mostly used Healing Statements – I call these ‘Magnets’ or ‘Sample Procedures’. You can find them in your Membership Account.

**False Belief #1: Vanity, Futility, Overload: (“I can’t get through this”)**

Income follows consciousness. This false belief is the main inhibitor of wealth, money influx, financial success and prosperity.

**Correct Thought #1: Adequacy and Resourcefulness (“My power is enough for everything”)**

**Removes:** alcoholism, anemia, anxiety, asthma, cerebral hemorrhage, diabetes, envy, enlarged, tired and palpitated heart, hemorrhoids, hernia, high blood pressure, complex of inferiority, insanity, nervous breakdown, overweight, paralysis, prolapsed organs, sadism

**Healing Statement:**

I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never runs away from anything, ever, for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

Any barrier or load is less than I am, because I as mind am superior to it. Since I am an extension the Endless Mind, I can easily carry any load. Great reserves are built into my body and unplumbed depths of power dwell in my mind.

They’re so infinite that nothing can come against me. I am fit to face life at any point. I refuse to allow negative thoughts sneak into the citadel of my thinking. They can’t enter without my invitation. I refuse them to enter.
This is the Truth and it is so.
I now release this thought into the Endless Mind. I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.

**False Belief #2: Delays and Obstructions ("This person or thing blocks me")**

This belief stops all your efforts and desires before they manifest. If you have this thought as dominant one, you’re probably experiencing nothing but failures in business, at work and in relationships. You also may have a problem with finishing tasks at work or in your life in general.

**Correct Thought #2: Resistlessness ("Nothing can stand in the way of resistless flow God/Endless Mind.")**

**Removes:** circulation, cataract, constipation, closing sales, coronary occlusion, deafness, delay in love and marriage, embolism, getting loans, getting a raise, hardening of arteries, promotion in business, sale of property)

**Healing Statement:**

I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never sees an obstruction, ever, for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

Obstacles I seem to see in the outer world arise within myself, because of false beliefs that I have about myself and about the universe. A barrier to one person is simply a hurdle for another.

I rest in the assurance that what I desire is only the out-thrust of the Endless Mind in me seeking its fullest expression. The Endless Mind sees nothing that wishes to obstruct IT or that would be able to.

I range myself alongside the Endless Mind and fill my own mind with the assurance of the resistless flow of the Infinite Will through me.
This is the Truth and it is so.

I now release this thought into the Endless Mind. I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.

**False Belief #3: Loss and Separation**

People with this dominant thought are often rebelling against authorities and experience many injuries during their life span.

Such a person is always anti-social, accusing others, hates others and fears of being misused. He or she often ends up in hospital or jail.

**Correct Thought #3: Inseparable Unity and Oneness (“Nothing is ever lost in the Mind of God”)**

**Removes:** Loss of organ function and sanity. Loss of prosperity, job, business, customers or sales. Loss of love, beauty, youth. Loss of loved ones and friends.

**Healing Statement:**

I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never sees an obstruction, ever, for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

Nothing is ever lost to the Endless Mind. What I call loss is only my inability to see this valued thing now or my inability to know where it is. Principle of conservation of energy and matter tells me that nothing is ever lost in the Universe – it only changes location.

The Subconscious Mind in me already knows where my desired thing is. It also knows where I am. It brings me to it, or it to me. It shows me exactly how to get reunited with that which appears to me as lost.

I do not accept the idea of loss whatsoever in my life. I know that in my life everything is in complete union and I am always at the right place.

This is the Truth and it is so.
I now release this thought into the Endless Mind. I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.

**False Belief #4: Irritation**

This false belief usually manifests as an impatience or irritation toward other people who are either different than us or react and think differently than we do.

**Correct Thought #4: Tranquility**

**Removes:** Eczema and all skin irritations, all conditions ending with “itis” that mean inflammation, ulcers, shingles, catarrh, sinus trouble, gall bladder issues, hypersensitiveness to criticism, intolerance of “different” people

**Healing Statement:**

I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never sees an obstruction, ever, for it is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

There is a world within me that is completely free from any kind of irritation. It’s the hidden dwelling place of the Universal Power, where tranquility reigns supreme.

Nothing can enter this place without my consent. I refuse this place to be disturbed by any type of intruder. My mind is calm in the face of million aggravations. This Power thinks its peace through me.

This is the Truth and it is so.

I now release this thought into the Endless Mind. I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.
False Belief #5: Hostility and Cross-Purposes ("People are against me.")

This false belief comes from your ancestors as a direct result of wars and competition for life and food. People who like to compete in business or sports often have this belief dominant.

Correct Thought #5: No competition ("There are enough resources for everyone")

Removes: Allergies, virus, asthma in children, migraines, fever, bacterial infections, unexplainable hostility of others against you, leukemia, gossip, malignancy, jealousy, war, criticism

Healing Treatment:

I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never sees an obstruction, ever for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me. I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

I am one cell in the body of the Endless Mind. Essentially, there can be no real enmity between me and any other cell, ever. There can’t be no competition between us, because each of us work in harmony and union, one for the other, consciously or unconsciously. I refuse to misunderstand others and refuse to be misunderstood.

To know all is to forgive all. Therefore, I know that what appears to be hostile – looks, words or actions is only the effort of another to be secure within himself.

I carry the feeling of forgiveness to anyone who wronged me. I refuse to induce suspicion toward those who have not wronged me. I cultivate the expectancy of good in all people and I draw from them the same feelings.
This is the Truth and it is so. I now release this thought into the Endless Mind. I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.

**False Belief #6: Rejection (“People reject me.”)**

This belief causes lack of confidence and comes from the way you were raised by your parents or influenced by your friends, strangers and colleagues.

**Correct Thought #6: Self-Confidence (“I know my true worth.”)**

**Removes:** Dislocations, fractures, and detached retina. Reverts business failures, *failure to attract love* and friends, hesitation, suppressed rage, self-deprecation, difficulty to find right work, inspirations and misunderstanding by others

**General Healing Statement:**

I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never sees an obstruction, ever, for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

There is only One Endless Mind and I am united with IT at every point. Values of The Endless Mind lie in me. I am better, wiser, stronger and more attractive person than I have allowed myself to believe. In fact, I am the only rejecter of myself.

Others see me as I see myself. I have undervalued myself. Others may have caught this thought from the atmosphere. They will now catch the new atmosphere, because I know my true worth.

Therefore, all who meet me know my true worth. Every part of me is strongly united to every other part and to the Universal Power, in mind, body and character.

This is the Truth and it is so.
I now release this thought into the Endless Mind. I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.

**Special Variation of Healing Statement for Attracting A Soul Mate**

“I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never sees an obstruction, ever for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

There is only One Endless Mind and I am united with It at every point. Infinite Mind’s values lie in me. I am better, wiser, stronger and more attractive person than I have allowed myself to believe.

I know that I have believed a lie in thinking that I was ever rejected by anyone. I know that I am greatly desired by the type of man/woman who would fill my ideals. I know that he will never find true and lasting happiness until he finds it in me. He needs me just as truly as I need him. Neither one confers a one-sided benefit upon the other. Each gives and each gets.

The Infinite Knower knows where each of us is today. He is even now moving us across the chessboard of life so that we shall meet, and we shall recognize one another.

I let go of all my tenseness, relinquishing the entire responsibility for the meeting to the Endless Mind. I know that I am not in competition with anyone for this man/woman, and he is not in competition with anyone else for me. He needs me, wants me, loves me, and all these emotions are returned by me.

I now release this situation to the Endless Mind, giving thanks to its completion now, even before I see its manifestation. This is the Truth and it is so.

I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.

*In your download section, you can find PDF document called Sample Procedure for Finding Your Soulmate where this procedure has been*
stored for immediate use. Optional Names of Power related to finding your soulmate are included. You can print it out or store it in your smartphone and use it in your manifestation sessions.

False Belief #7: Wrong Action (“Sickness and trouble are natural.”)
Correct Thought #7: Right Action (“Health and joy are natural.”)

Removes: All illness, problems, disappointment, sorrow, poverty.

Healing Statement:

I am the extension of the Endless Mind. The Endless Mind never sees an obstruction, ever, for It is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All-Knowing. Therefore, what’s valid for the Endless Mind is also valid for me and I am completely infused by this Universal Power.

The universe is based on laws of perfect action. These laws reflect the Universe and its intent toward everything IT has ever created.

I am part of that creation and therefore I am intended to profit from the law of the right action.

Only my false belief can hinder the law of right action materializing in me and through me. I now look for the right to come forth. Whenever the wrong manifests I will know it emerges from my false belief.

I will ignore it and carry on with my new thoughts that manifest through the Endless Mind. I surrender myself daily to the Right Action in all my circumstances and life events.

This is the Truth and it is so.

I now release this thought into the Endless Mind. I thank the Endless Mind for full manifestation of my desire.

Note:

Some of you may wonder whether mere recitation of Healing Statements is enough to reach your subconscious mind level.
My answer is yes, as I already pointed out that the subconscious mind always listens and stores all your thoughts and inputs from five senses of sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell.

Introduction to Ancient Wisdom

I already informed you that the Kabbalah is a mystical foundation of Judaism. This foundation is universal and can be used by anyone.

In the Middle Ages (thirteenth to fifteenth century Spain until the Great Expulsion in the 1492) there was an enormous amount of interest among Christian theologians of the Kabbalah. They saw how closely connected the Kabbalah was with teachings of Jesus.

As you know Kabbalah means ‘to receive’ and it implies that there is a constant Divine transmission available in the Universe. We only need to learn how to tune into its frequency.

If you could flip into this transmission, you would instantly see everything around you in a different perspective.

It would change the relationship you have with the world around you.

Kabbalistic analogy is straightforward. It says that the universe at all levels contain invisible pure form of light and all creation is simply a vessel, waiting to be filled with light.

The shape and strength of a vessel will determine how much light it can hold.

Moreover, as the light is infinite, expanding through every level of existence, every vessel holds maximum capacity of light, all times.

This implies that you as a vessel cannot add more light beyond your own capacity. Rather you must work on the vessel (your mind/soul) to
expand the capacity to receive and hold more of the light. This light is the Power of Abundance and the vessel is your mind. This is the key teaching of the Kabbalah.

The good news is you have already learned how to strengthen and expand the capacity of your mind to receive more Power of Abundance. You do this by simply removing those old false beliefs that restrict the flow of light to and from your subconscious mind.

Kabbalah has remained hidden even to Jews for a long time. For example, even Jews were only allowed to learn Kabbalah after they reached the age of 40. Kabbalists were silent about their experiences, rarely talked and all books they wrote were kept secret.

Only in recent times, the situation has changed and some introductory books on Theoretical Kabbalah were being published and translated to other languages.

Sadly, the most prominent books on the Practical Kabbalah haven’t been shared with the world yet. In addition, many of these books only in private collections that will hardly be ever published.

The ancient Jewish mystics believed that the Torah (the Five Books of Moses, the writings of the Prophets) was divinely inspired. Plus, many of the secret teachings were never written down and are to this day passed down from master to student orally – and what’s worse, one master can only teach one single student at a time. This is what is being called as the Oral Tradition.

Let us revisit the Torah again. The old sages believed that everything in written Torah contained hidden knowledge about creation.

The written Torah scroll only is made of consonants only. So, individual words can take on different meaning based on what vowels you add next to each consonant.

Therefore, the Torah was and still is being studied from many different perspectives. The sages are trying to get as much understanding of
the secrets contained in this holy text as possible. The same is done with the Teachings of the Prophets and the Holy Scriptures.

So, there are over six hundred thousand ways how the Torah can be interpreted.

There are four ways how to read the Torah and these four ways are collectively called as the PaRDeS – meaning the Orchard or Garden.

P – Pshat (eng. plain or simple)– Meaning to understand the Torah from its literal and often shallow perspective. However, this literal meaning scares people away because as you read the story, most of the literal interpretation are no longer applicable for the modern world and it paints God as a cruel ruler.

R – Remez (eng. hint) – This way of study focuses on looking for hints in every line of Torah in form of an allegory or metaphor.

D – Drash (eng. alluded meaning, reading between the lines) – Looking for a new, often non-logical teaching from each line of the Torah, for example by using Gematria that allows to find connections between different words that have the same numerical value.

S – Sod (eng. secret) – This is the hidden part of the Torah and it was the Sod level that the ancient mystics were interested in. They felt that the Sod level contained true mysteries of creation and the purpose of man. Enormous amount of energy went into understanding of the Torah on the secret level.

The mystical and magical knowledge of the Secret Torah level is called The Works of Creation (Ma’aseh Bereshit), and it can be taught to one single person at a time.”

The Ma’aseh Bereshit is the actual manifestation system of the Kabbalah by which the masters are able to alter physical reality using the Names of Power.
An adept in Ma’aseh Bereshit is said to have the power of creating real physical things and creatures such using specific sets of the Names of Power.

There’s even more profound level of Kabbalah called the Ma’aseh Merkavah (The Works of Chariot) derived from the vision of Ezekiel that teaches us how it’s possible to create a special garment of light that will enable human mind and soul to travel into higher worlds and return back unscathed.

Both of these teachings have been derived from the Sod level of Torah.
Ancient Names of Power

Following chapters are devoted to those who would like to take Healing Statements for prosperity and health into the next level by significantly increasing their effectiveness using the Names of Power.

These word constructs have been predominantly derived from the first Five Book of Moses (Torah and Hebrew Bible called Tanakh).

I have already discussed the principles and tools by which the Names of Power work but before we get into the practical part, I would like to revisit this topic again, giving you more information about how it all works.

You have already learned that when Names of Power are recited or thought, a great reservoir of corresponding power originating in the Ain Sof (the Infinite Nothingness) is being drawn into your body, mind and out to the life around you.

By reciting these Names, you are tuning in to the same frequency level that resonates with the Divine Energy delivered to you by the Law of Attraction.

You have also learned that the Infinite Nothingness created the finite worlds by first creating an empty void within itself. This was followed by sending a single beam of light into the center of the empty ball-shaped void.

As the light continued its way toward the center of the void, it was creating smaller and smaller ball shaped spheres, leaving them behind.

Great analogy for this is to imagine the old Russian doll called Matrioshka.

The farthest sphere located in the center of the void represents the space where creation of our material universe took place.
The worlds above can be freely defined as the World of Archetypes, World of Creation, World of Formation and finally the World of Action (the material universe). From human perspective, we can’t see the Infinite Nothingness (the primary Light) and we can hardly see any of the above spheres either.

It’s because the spheres act as veils that in turn enable us to have our own free will. In fact, if we saw the worlds above, we would lose our free will because, since we would be living in constant awe of the Divine Presence.

You have also learned that the Four Worlds plus (the fifth world) of Infinite Light represent universal structure according to which everything else was created, including the structure of human mind and soul. The ancient saying, ‘as above so below’ now gets a meaning.

There are two ways how energy flows between ‘below’ and ‘above’:

1. Downward from the source of The Light into your mind, body and life around you

2. Upwards from your life, body and mind to the source of The Light.

The energy that flows down passes through the worlds more easily than the other way, due to ‘gravity’ that is not only present in the physical world but also in the other levels above.

This downward flow energy of abundance is happening right now within everyone because it sustains life.

However, we only receive portion of that energy due to barriers formed by our false beliefs, particularly at the level of our Subconscious Mind.

The Healing Statements remove these subconscious barriers by replacing the old false beliefs with correct thoughts that in turn force the subconscious mind (manifestation loom) to give us what we want.

But what if you could step it up and go way beyond of what you think is possible? What if you could align your mind wand intensify the amount
of abundance given to you by stimulating and expanding all the
gateways of the four worlds above?

This is done by implementing the Names of Power before and after the
Healing Statement.

Practical Kabbalah teaches us that by pronouncing the Names of
Power, the gates of the world widely open and the energy of abundance
bestowed upon us intensifies, multiplying the manifestation effect
tenfold.

To do that, let me talk about the gateways, Names of Power and how
they relate to the structure of your mind, in more detail.

For that purpose, I am going to borrow the famous kabbalistic Tree of
Life that visually or conceptually represents all the successive stages
emanating from the sphere of Primordial Light.

The very same Tree of Light also depict the structure of human
mind/soul and the spiritual path of man’s ascent back to its source.

Over the centuries, Jewish spiritual thinkers and Kabbalists developed
this symbol into a model of reality that depicts the path of Creation.

In other words, this glyph depicts the structure of four worlds and the
ten Offices of The Eternal Spirit through which the Energy of
Abundance flows down from the point of primordial Light down to the
Material Universe in which we live, which is represented by the lowest
tenth sphere on the Tree, called The Kingdom (hebr. Malkuth).

The lowest tenth sphere of Kingdom (World of Action that is governed
by the Name ‘Adonay’) represents you and your life as the final
receptacle of all Divine Emanations from the source of the Primordial
Light.

All the spheres from 1 to 10 are practically some kind of checkpoints or
filters through which the energy of abundance flows down, constantly
renewing all components of the universe, including you, me and all our
experiences.
The Spheres, Worlds and Pillars

The image below shows the Primordial Light above the 10 celestial offices or spheres that are numbered from 1 to 10. All the ten spheres are also part of the empty void and part of the Four Worlds, we discussed before. The pathways or ‘pipes’ that connect these spheres on the diagram below are not part of Manifestation Masterkey and for our manifestation purposes, we do not need to understand what they mean.

The spheres are numbered from 1 to 10 because this is the exact order in which the energy of abundance passes through the spheres before reaching the 10th sphere, represented by the material universe and
yourself as the ultimate vessel. Your body, mind and your life represent the final tenth sphere in this instance.

Kabbalists call this zig-zag path as the Path of the Lightning Bolt. You can also notice, that there is a close relation between some of the spheres and the actual worlds:

Spheres 1, 2 and 3 are located within the World of Archetypes representing the first emanation of duality - the Neutral, Masculine and Feminine archetypes emanating right from the Primordial Light (the unmanifested universe).

Spheres 4 to 7 represent the World of Creation, Sphere 9 occupies the world of Formation and finally the sphere 10 is the physical universe, your life, mind and body.

You can also notice there are three vertical pillars on the tree of life:

The Middle Pillar – neutral path between the physical world and the Primordial Light with spheres 1, 6, 9 and 10 located on the middle pillar itself.

This pillar is the sole focus of this workbook and represents the safest way how to manifest your desires.

The Right Pillar – this is the path of giving, mercy and abundance. Even though the Offices on this pillar bear attractive names, these spheres deal with an extreme force of love and giving.

The Left Pillar – is the path of severity, restriction, judgement and control. Again, this pillar represents extreme forces on the other side of the spectrum.

We are avoiding these extremes as they could cause a lot of harm.
Your Mind and The Tree of Life

Just as the Tree of Life depicts the macrocosmic view of Creation, it is equally suitable for mapping the microcosm of human mind and soul.

The blueprint in both cases is the same. And now, I am going to show you how the centuries-old diagram of the Tree of Life bears suspicious resemblance with scientific ‘discovery’ of human structure in 18\textsuperscript{th} century – a discover of a diagram that has been widely supported by mainstream psychology and neuroscience to this very moment.

I am talking about the so-called ‘egg diagram’ created by Roberto Assagioli, a co-worker of the famous psychoanalyst Carl G. Jung (1875 – 1961).

The egg diagram was first published in Assagioli’s remarkable work called Psychosynthesis. It perfectly matches the structure of human mind described by in the Tree of Life. One can only wonder what sources Mr. Assagioli used for his amazing discovery.

1. The Lower Unconscious
2. The Middle Unconscious
3. The Higher Unconscious, or Superconscious
4. The Field of Consciousness
5. The Conscious Self, or “I”
6. The Transpersonal Self
7. The Collective Unconscious
The structure of human mind and soul is almost identical in both diagrams. At the top we see the superconscious mind level. In Hebrew the Superconsous is known for centuries as the Divine Mind (hebr. Neshamah) that ‘lives’ outside human body. It is characterized by spheres 1, 2 and 3 on the tree.

Conscious self (hebr. Ruach) is characterized by spheres 4 to 6 and the Subconscious Mind (hebr. Nefesh) occupies spheres 7,8 and 9.
The Secret Reason for Using Names of Power

If you made it this far, you may have noticed that each chapter slowly builds on previous one.

In this and the following chapter, I would like to discuss how Names of Power work in relation to individual parts of your mind. This should help you understand why adding Names of Power to your Healing Statements is going to enhance your overall manifestation results.

I have already discussed that there are two major parts of human mind that we work with:

a) the subconscious mind which is the ‘doer’ or ‘the manifestation loom’ and
b) the conscious mind which has ability to choose, decide and instruct the subconscious mind in what it should do.

Through introspection, many have come to realize that the Subconscious Mind has its own consciousness and often acts separately form the Conscious Mind.

The subconscious mind is not unconscious, as many believe. It certainly is conscious, but it is not conscious that it is conscious.

The animal ‘knows’ but it does not know that it knows.

In fact, having conscious mind is one of the major differences between humans and animals.

Our “Animal Self” which is another term for the subconscious mind is an ‘Instinctual Self’ but not the ‘Intuitive Self’.

Kabbalah teaches us that everything created has this Instinctual Self including minerals and plants.

The Animal Self stores all memories and is responsible for all bodily functions plus the survival and procreation.
When it gets phobia, which it often does, it can harm your body and ruin your life.

It records all inputs from five senses, does not behave logically and has a primitive, deductive form of reasoning, if any.

It takes the most prominent patterns and works according them, over and over.

If the subconscious mind detects some thought from your conscious level that indicates you don’t want to live (this may happen especially during some emotional stage that was induced by some negative life event) it will try to destroy everything, even though you have no suicidal thoughts on your conscious level whatsoever.

Conscious Mind is also known as the “Awake-Self” but in fact very few are awakened. Let me rephrase that. Most people are governed by their instincts. Only occasionally they do use their Conscious Mind.

In other words, we may conclude that there are two of you inside your body. The Conscious Mind lives in the “Now”, contains the Power of Will and the Power of Reasoning, while the Animal-Self is the storage house of thoughts, experiences and the “manifestation loom”.

The moment you stop holding on to a thought, it gets stored in your subconscious mind immediately.

If you want to remember something, you need to give an instruction to your subconscious mind to retrieve that information for you. Therefore, it is said that people with poor memory have bad connection between these two mind levels. You need to work, purify and strengthen your Subconscious Mind from the Conscious level. This will in turn help to improve the relationship between these two mind levels. This will result in better manifestation results, improved Will and Memory.

All this can be achieved by the Names of Power and by the Healing Statements.
Names of Power for Wealth

This chapter covers the most guarded Names of Power for wealth acquisition and financial well-being. I obtained this secret knowledge from the most authoritative master of Authentic Kabbalah in the Israeli city of Safed six years ago.

Let’s discuss what the Names of Power are. In Jewish spiritual circles, it is believed that every letter of Hebrew alphabet represents certain form of subtle energy.

Each letter has specific form, numerical value, numerical position in Hebrew alphabet and specific meaning. When these letters combine to form a word, a compound energy bundle is invoked.

While some Names of Power are explicitly written in the Torah scroll, others have been discovered by permutations, derivations and other mathematic methods such as Gematria, Notariqon or Temurah.

Through practical application, the ancient mystics discovered that certain words can indeed influence life conditions of an individual or a group.

Using these linguistic constructs, you can unlock tremendous influx of energy that will be bestowed upon your life

In combination with properly designed Healing Statement, you can direct this energy of abundance to a chosen part of your life.

Different Names are used for different purposes. When it comes to improving financial wealth, there are several Names you can choose from for opening and closing your Healing Statement.

Here are the Names of Power that worked for me and many others who used them on regular basis.
**Adonai** (pronounced Ah-Doh-Nay) meaning the master – letters Alef, Dalet, Nun, Yod. This name can be translated as the Lord. This Name appears in Tanakh (the Hebrew Bible) three hundred times and upon closer examination it contains following root words:

a) the Ugaritic ‘Adn’ meaning “lord”

b) and the Akkadian ‘Adannu’ meaning ‘mighty’.

Adonai governs the World of Action, the material universe.

It also represents total sum of abundance and immediately aligns you with all spheres from the Infinite Light down to the sphere number 10 that represents material universe, your body, mind and your life.

The initial letter Alef in Adonai is said to represent the unmanifested Ain-Sof (The Primordial Light) and the sacred name EHYEH related to the sphere number 1 – the highest point of existence that human mind can grasp and the first sphere that emanated from the Infinite Primordial Light.
Divine abundance flows from the realm of the Infinite primordial Light freely. However, we as a receptacle only intercept limited amount of this energy due to blockage in the realm of the sphere 9 that represents our subconscious mind.

יהיה Ehyeh (pronounced Eh – Yeh) – letters Alef, Heh, Yah, Heh. This Name appears in 43 times in Hebrew Bible and is often expressed as Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh. This can be translated as:

“I am that I am” or “I am what I am” or as “I was, I am and I will be” referring to the timelessness and infinity of the Light.

This Name represents the sphere number 1 positioned at the top of the Tree of Life. This name represents Consciousness of highest kind and the Superconscious Level of human mind.

This Name of Power is also closely connected with the sphere number 6 positioned in the middle of the Tree of Life.

Sphere number 6 represents the Conscious Mind of man.

This connection is characterized by the letter Yod in center of the Ehyeh.

It is equally connected to the sphere number 10 (the lowest sphere) by letter Heh at the end of the Ehyeh pertaining to World of Action and the last tenth sphere at the bottom of the tree.

Both the Adonay and the Ehyeh have strong relation to the Primordial Light as they both start with the letter Alef, that points to the Infinite Light, the master, the teacher and the unboun energy of the Ox.

As such these two Names of Power are the potent forces when it comes to drawing the Power of Abundance down to the material sphere.

тели Tzelach (pronounced Tzelach) – letters Tzaddi, Lamed, Chet – meaning ‘to prosper’ (KH is pronounced as ch in German word auch).
This is not a Divine Name, yet it is used as a Name of Power instead of the Ineffable Name יהוה – with gematria of 128 this word is relevant to the words "strength", "to oppress" and "to equip".

I was also told the word Tzelach can be substituted by the word ‘Osher’ meaning ‘wealth’ or the word ‘Hit’asher’ meaning ‘to enrich oneself’ but I have never used these variations and therefore can’t comment on their effectiveness.

שדי Shaddai (pronounced Shadday) – letters Shin, Dalet, Yod – meaning ‘Almighty’ or ‘Mountain’.

This Name is related to the sphere number 9 (Foundation of Life) that purifies downward flowing Abundance.

This name is used mainly for protection issues however it is equally effective for causing fertility, which is a quality that is of utmost importance when it comes to acquisition of wealth and prosperity.

This set of Divine Names discussed above can be also found in the amulet for wealth and success found in the famous Book of the Angel Raziel (Sefer ha-Raziel).

You will vibrate these Names either loudly or internally within your mind to invoke their power.

For manifestation of prosperity, money and wealth you will use these special Names of Power and for all other desires of healing, love and relationships you will mostly use the Angelic Names.

The Angelic order that you may also contact here is called Ophanim, meaning Wheels. This earthly angelic order operates in the sphere of material universe received its name from the very nature of its mission.

Just as wheels help us move on earth faster, so do Ophanim help us reduce friction between spiritual and material worlds.
In other words, these angels help us achieve our mundane desires in the shortest time possible.

It is also curious that this angelic order was mentioned in Ezekiel’s vision of Holy Chariot where Ezekiel explicitly states (Ezekiel 1:15): “Behold, there is an Ophan on Earth”.

Authentic biblical masters derived this Ophan’s name as Sandalphon. This name means “shoe-angel”. A shoe is also an interface between your feet and the ground. This again indicates lessening of friction between the mundane and spiritual. Sandalphon is an Archangel of material sphere and one of his main functions is to collect human prayers and bring them to God’s Throne.

We are going use Names of other ophanim to manifest our desires. Please, get acquainted with proper pronunciation of these Names using the mp3 and mp4 files that accompany this program.

So, how does the technique of Healing Statements, combined with the Names of Power look like?

1. Dialing the Messenger or God’s Office: First you need to call proper Names of Power or Angelic Deity responsible for financial or other matters. These vibratory formulas are going to align you with respective offices or hierarchy of angelic forces that roam the material plane, up to the highest plane of the Primordial Light. This will establish you as the initial communicator and final receptacle of the Energy of Abundance.

2. Recite your Healing Statement in your native language.

3. Conclude by reciting the Names of Power again.

Do this no more than twice per day, once loudly in the morning and once within your own mind in the evening, or vice versa. Remember to speak with authority, faith and expectation of positive results - better yet, as if it already happened.
Full Method for Prosperity and Wealth

Congratulations if you made it this far. Here, I am going to reveal the very same procedure I used to draw large amount of wealth and financial opportunities into my life, several times over.

If you have an urge to perform the Healing Statement more than two times per day, it means you haven’t properly released your desire to the river of the Endless Mind.

I have mentioned elsewhere that in this case you may want to remove certain arguments from the Healing Statement and replace it with arguments that more precisely reflect your individual situation.

You can perform this procedure while standing, sitting or lying flat on your back. Do this every single day. Skipping just one day nullifies the effect of all previous sessions.

I used this method while sitting with my spine straight, chin in horizontal position, hands resting with palms down on my thighs. My legs formed a 90-degree angle between my thighs and calves.

1. Spend 15 to 30 seconds just relaxing your mind or taking one to three deep inhalations and exhalations.

2. Now, recite the Names of Power below three times to unlock respective channels. Go over the combination with moderate speed, trying to find a suitable rhythm:

   Ah-Doh-Nay  Eh-Yeh  Tzelach  Shadday  Eh-Yeh  Ah-Doh-Nay
   Ah-Doh-Nay  Eh-Yeh  Tzelach  Shadday  Eh-Yeh  Ah-Doh-Nay
   Ah-Doh-Nay  Eh-Yeh  Tzelach  Shadday  Eh-Yeh  Ah-Doh-Nay

   In the word Tzelach (meaning to prosper), utter the letter ‘ch’ as in the German word auch.
3. Recite the Healing Statement below either loudly or internally with a strong voice and firm authoritative attitude.

*Healing Statement now follows:*

“I am the extension of Ah-Doh-Nay and the extension of His Endless Mind. Therefore, what’s valid for Him is equally valid for me since the Ah-Doh-Nay is Omnipotent, Omnipresent and All Knowing. Ah-Doh-Nay is the Perfect Unity and the Abundance of Wealth.

Any barrier or load is less than I am, because I as mind am superior to it. Since I am the extension of Endless Mind, I can easily carry any load. Great reserves are built into each of my physical organs and unplumbed depths of power dwell in my mind.

They’re so infinite that nothing can come against me. I am fit to face life at any point. I refuse to allow negative thoughts sneak into the citadel of my thinking. They can’t enter without my invitation. I refuse them to enter.

Therefore, I declare that I am in Perfect Unity with the Endless Mind, in Abundance of Financial Prosperity and Wealth. The Endless Mind is constantly finding new ways, new opportunities and new financial streams that are accumulating in my bank account.

All cells in my body are now and forever organized into Perfect Unity. I am constantly receiving an endless financial abundance.

This is the truth and it is so.

I now release this thought into The Endless Mind of Ah-Doh-Nay and thank for perfect manifestation of my desire.”

Conclude by repeating three times:
At this point you are done.

Go on with your day and forget about the Statement. Set an alarm clock on your smartphone to get a reminder before your next session.

You should see first results in between seven to twenty-one days, often much earlier. Other may unlock and experience results immediately.
Invoking Angelic Forces for Prosperity

There is yet another way of increasing prosperity and abundance in your life. You will use the same Statement, however instead of using Names of Power mentioned in previous Chapter, you can use Names of the 27 Angels derived from the 27-Lettered Name of God.

Insert them in the beginning and at the end of your Healing Statement. You can also use these Names simply as a mantra, quickly and rhythmically repeating all 27 Names, opening all channels of divine abundance whenever you want.

To direct these forces properly, focus your desire as you recite these Names. Use this mantra every time you need extra portion of success on your side – for example before you place a bet, before you write down your lottery numbers or before any business negotiation. You can also recite them in your bed, just before you fall asleep.

You can also use plain Angelic Names as mantras independently at any moment you need their assistance. Some of them may even talk to you at night and you would do well to have pen or paper ready next to your bed for possible recording.


The famous Hai Gaon (born 939 AD), a leader and mystic once wrote:
“God arranged the order of creation so that all things are bound to each other. Direction of events in lower (physical) world largely depends on entities above them, as our sages teach, ‘there is no blade of grass in the world below that does not have an angel over it, striking it to grow!’.

This tells us that we are connected to some form of Power at every level of our existence.

In fact, this Supreme Power not only animates all life but is also able to create other ‘forces’, ‘spirits’ and ‘souls’ that affect our environment both externally and internally.

Thus, we are influenced by various Powers every single second of our lives. Early man did not make any distinction between subjective and objective. For him, there was no difference between his conscious waking reality and that of sleep and dreams.

As he discovered the law of cause and effect, he discovered the invisible powers behind wisdom, understanding, knowledge and behind reasoning.

This further lead him to develop methods of contacting these powers. So were born all the rituals and acts of worship, known as Sacrificia in Latin and ta hiera, meaning ‘the sacred’ in Greek.

It is important to note that just as we can contact these forces, so do these forces affect our behavior in any given moment.

We can recognize these forces and how they influence our behavior when we place them on the tree of life, just as we are able to assign these forces specific planets that are said to represent them (see images below).
As you can see from the images above, each of the 10 spheres on the tree of life is respectively named according to its main function, although many other terms and words can be used to define them. For example, when you are expressing an act of Mercy toward someone, you are in fact invoking the Power of Kindness (force of Jupiter) that grows, supports, maintains and sustains life.

On the other hand, when you are judging someone (in both, positive or negative light) you are expressing the Power of Judgement and the Energy of the Planet Mars. Assigning ‘all that exists’ into respective sphere on the tree of life would be a tedious task requiring thousands of pages, so I am just barely touching the subject here.

Equally, it is possible to assign various angelic hordes to these 10 spheres. Each angelic horde or order serves to different purpose and as said elsewhere, the Manifestation Masterkey only works with the angelic forces called Ophanim which is related to material universe positioned at the bottom of the tree.

When you start working with these forces, usually one or more of these ophanim (Wheel Angels) is going to be assigned over your request. Then, your desire will manifest in one or more ways in your life, for example:

- as a new idea, situation, condition or event in your life that you will immediately consider as being the gateway to your desire fulfillment (as my work with Manifestation Masterkey students shown, very often this can be a small business idea that will quickly lead to an enormous stream of recurring and growing passive income to your bank account)
- as a voice in your head giving you certain instruction
- as a new or known person that will help you get over your problem or issue
- as an event in which you may obtain certain sum of money without any work at all
You will not only immediately recognize that a given situation or person is there to help you.

You will also be bestowed by unusual power and enthusiasm that will help you get manifest that desire with minimum effort.

When you receive any message in a dream, the angel will most probably manifest in a form of your departed friend, member of your family or as an unknown teacher or master.

To this date, I have never encountered anyone claiming that an angel manifested as a little curly-haired child with wings, as they are often portrayed in Christian churches and on religious paintings.

Perhaps this is the reason why Abrahamic religions prohibit portraying angels or other deities in any physical form.

Although, there are numerous descriptions of angels in ancient Jewish and Christian manuscripts, i.e. in the Vision of Ezekiel where these Divine beings took many forms, such as four winged creatures, strong and tall masculine figures wearing heavy armor, having four faces – that of ox, lion, eagle and man – this all is more of an exception.

In fact, these four mentioned creatures have been assigned to the four spiritual elements of earth, wind, fire and air in a secret teaching known as the Work of the Chariot that contains highly guarded techniques of ascension into higher realms of being.

In my own life, angels and spiritual guides mostly manifest as voices during meditation or as specific events in my life.

Only in two instances they manifested as real people that were there for me when I needed them the most.
Health and Healing

Technique in this chapter has the potential to completely heal many serious ailments, although I want to explicitly state that any technique of healing in this book cannot be considered as a replacement for pills or surgeries. Doctors and medical science have been in existence for a good reason that should not be underestimated.

Science of Breathing

Here, I am going to explain one of the most effective methods of driving the Energy of Abundance into human body or its parts.

Before I do that, I would like to introduce a new Principle that says:

“Where attention goes, energy follows.”

This basically means that if you sense, focus or look at any object, part of your internal energy immediately flows from you to the chosen object and vice versa, from the object back to you.

This happens every single time, whether you feel the energy or not.

This method I am going to reveal to you now, involves conscious breathing. All serious masters acknowledge that there is more to breathing than normally meets the eye.

Our bodies need air and food to exist while the atmosphere itself is also considered food. When we breathe unconsciously, our body only takes the necessary nutrient (oxygen) out of the atmosphere.

When we look at the composition of atmosphere we realize that oxygen belongs to the element of Fire and nitrogen belongs to the Element of Water.
The Element of Air then balances the two, while the Element of Earth represents the gravity uniting the oxygen and hydrogen together.

As many experienced spiritual practitioners know, there is one more hidden element that underlines all the other four.

This fifth element is called Avir (the Universal Life/Light Force, Universal Element or Spirit). Union of these five elements is often depicted in the form of a Pentagram.

All these elements have two polarities, magnetic and electric – or attractive and radiative.

When we start breathing consciously, we can impregnate our breath with different qualities, such as thoughts, images or with the Names of Power.

In this process, magnetic currents of four elements mentioned above will attach the image, thought or Divine Name into the energetic matrix of Avir.

With focused attention, we can then drive the infused Universal Life Force of Avir into specific organs, as you will soon see.

During this process, your energy levels will immediately increase, preserving and revitalizing the physical organ on which you focus your attention.

In addition, the electric (radiative) quality of air infused with a thought or image will be distributed from blood stream into all parts of human mind – including Subjective Mind of the practitioner that, as we already know is connected to the Endless Mind (Collective Consciousness).

This is the secret of breath from spiritual point of view. In fact, it is probably the most important secret of all Ancient Traditions that utilize breath for various personal and global benefits.
If you remember from previous chapters, the very cycle of inhalation, exhalation and holding of breath forms Life, just as the interaction between Infinite and Nothing forms Light.

What is more, unconscious breathing is controlled by Subconscious (Unconscious) Mind.

When you learn to breathe consciously, you can start using your breathing as a vehicle or medium for driving Correct Thought or even images of your desire in and out of your body. This is another manifestation method that is not covered in this book.

What only few people know is that it is not the quantity of air that matters.

You don’t need to breathe tons of air, pumping your lungs into their fullest to achieve your objective. The quality of air infused with ideas is what really matters.

When breathe consciously, you are not only cultivating strong and healthy breathing habits, you are also increasing your overall health.

With conscious breathing, you will acquire deeper elements into your system that are often called as the food of the Universe. Plus, you will draw more nutrients from your blood stream into every part of your body.

The Hebrew word for Air and Spirit is the same – ‘Avir’ – and it is closely related to the word Bari, meaning ‘healthy’. This underlines mutual relation between these two words.

What is more: The Avir (Air and Spirit) was created from the Infinite Light. Hebrew word for light is Aur, written as AVR.

So, by adding just one letter - Yod into the AVR (Light) – (the Spirit and the element of Air was created -> AVIR.)

You may want to spend a minute or two thinking how your breathing may have caused some of the health problems you’re currently facing.
In this Chapter, you will learn a special technique of breathing that will help you drive large amount of abundant healing energy into any organ or area of your body.

This procedure takes some time to master, however it is devoted to people who do have a strong compelling reason to learn and master it.

This conscious method of breathing can be used to cure many severe health conditions or even erase many types of bodily pain.

If you studied Yoga, you were taught to breathe through your nose which is not the case in the Basal Breathing Method.

You are going to primarily breathe with your mouth. This has several benefits.

First, you can perform this exercise even if your nose is blocked for any reason.
Second, you will be able to loudly or silently recite and thus internalize or externalize the Names of Power during each inhalation and exhalation.

The Basal Breathing Method can be used in one of several ways:

- As a standalone technique without any Names of Power or Healing Statements – drawing down completely neutral healing energy.
- In conjunction with Divine Names derived from the Old Testament
- In conjunction with both, the Names of Power and the Healing Statement

Eventually, once you get this breathing method down, you will spot many new opportunities how you can apply this technique into your own life without any further instruction.

You will be able to literally infuse your body and mind with any quality you wish.

If you persist with daily practice, I can assure you that soon you will be able to invoke highly intense healing energy in a matter of seconds.

Learning to breathe correctly is not difficult. Contrary to what you may have read in other books, it is advised to use open mouth for inhalation and exhalation.
How to Breathe Correctly and Consciously

To breathe correctly, exhale all the air in your lungs and in your abdomen first. To fully exhale all the air from your abdomen region you should try to touch your spine with your abdominal membrane or with abdominal muscles (contracting your abdomen).

Then start to slowly inhale through your mouth into your abdomen first and once it is full, continue filling your lungs in one single uninterrupted inhalation.

Do not strain yourself. Breathe in naturally, as far as you can without tensing your neck muscles.

When you’re full of air and your neck and shoulder are still relaxed, pause for one second without tensing any muscles and then commence with exhalation, by first emptying your lungs and finally the abdominal region. Pause again for a second and start with second inhalation. Repeat for as long as you can.

Length of each inhalation and exhalation should be at least 5 seconds or more. The longer each inhalation and exhalation is the better.

You will notice that with practice, your lung capacity will naturally increase, and you will be able to perform inhalations and exhalations that last 10 seconds each or more without any straining on your side whatsoever.

After about two months of daily practice (ideally twice a day), one cycle of inhalation and exhalation may last around 60 seconds or more.
Now, let’s do the **Basal Breathing Technique**.

Although this technique will later be expanded, it is all by itself a perfect healing technique.

In the beginning, lay down on your back with arms loosely along the sides of your body. Your legs should be slightly apart.

Have your palms facing upwards. If you want to physically feel the energy as soon as possible, do not cover yourself with any sheet and wear only minimum amount of clothes, if any.

Later, as you get proficient, you can do this technique while sitting or standing, fully dressed and you will still experience the energy vibrating and flowing inside and on the surface of your skin.

Remember, where your attention goes, energy follows – this healing technique works from day one even if you won’t physically feel the energy in first sessions.

With practice, you will become more sensitive and will start feeling the flow naturally.

In the beginning, it may take you 20 - 40 minutes to complete the session.

Later as you get proficient, it will only take seconds to fully ‘tune in’ and vibrate your entire anatomy.

As you get proficient, you may replace groups of your body and ‘tune’ them in collectively. You will soon understand what I mean.

Practice this method every day at least once, either in the morning or in the evening for 7 days without using the Names of Power whatsoever.

I want you to only perform plain Basal Breathing as described below.

Do this at least once, ideal twice a day. This will help you master the breathing technique first.
As you lay down, close your eyes and spend at least 30 seconds or more just relaxing, sensing which body parts are tensed.

Consciously relax them by giving them mental command “relax”.

Constantly focus your attention inside your body. Stay away from thinking about worldly matters.

1. Take one to three normal deep breaths and sigh loudly with each exhalation.

2. Take another three deep breaths, now trying to fully breathe into your belly and lungs as described above. This time make a sound of any consonant you like during every exhalation. AAAAAH, OOOOH, UUH whatever you want.

Try to sense any vibration within your body. This will help you calm down disturbing thoughts.

I usually open my mouth is if I was trying to silently intone ‘aaaaah’ during inhalation and then loudly during exhalation. Now you will move to the next part of the exercise….

3. With your eyes closed, try sensing your toes. It is not important to perfectly imagine them. Just try to feel them.

As previously said, where attention goes energy follows, so do not make this part an issue. Just become aware of your toes. As you already know, Avir (the Spirit Element) is everywhere around you (and within you). Start breathing in and imagine you are sucking more Avir, the life-force, through the pores of your toes, as you take a deep and long inhalation.
Fill your toes with this vital force and during entire exhalation, intone loudly ‘AAAAH’ within your toes, sensing mild vital force vibration in that bodily area. Repeat three times.

4. Now, shift your attention to your feet and repeat the procedure three times.

5. Do the same with your lower legs (below knees), thighs, buttocks, genitals, each time breathing into the body part and then exhaling, loudly intoning ‘aaaah’ and trying to sense any vibration. Always do three inhalations per each body part.

6. Continue the procedure, now with the area from navel down to genitals and then from diaphragm down to navel.

Follow up with your chest, lower back, upper back, and the ladies should not forget breathing with their breasts.

Then focus on your shoulders, upper arms, lower arms, your hands and fingers. If you’re doing it correctly you should now feel deeply surrendered.

7. Now, focus on your entire neck, especially on the back of your neck where a lot of tension may still be present. Continue with the back of your skull, then both sides and finally with the top of your head.

Finish with your face, the eyes, nose, ears, eyebrows, cheeks, lips and tongue.

At this point, some people may experience sudden burst emotional reaction Some people cry while others laugh. This is your Subconscious Mind reacting to the procedure which tends to release suppressed feelings and emotions.
Just observe this phenomenon without any interruption.

8. Finish the procedure by briefly sensing your entire body. Experience the energetic state within.

Literally experience every portion of your body by opening its pores, inviting new streams of energy.

Now, take a deep breath with your whole body, straight through your skin and on exhalation feel the entire body vibrate with you.

Again, hum on every exhalation. Do this inhalation and exhalation for minimum of three times.

You can now either stop the exercise, or if you’re using this technique as preparation, move on to your next exercise such as:

- Reciting your Wealth or Health Statements with respective Names of Power

- Drive Avir or otherwise infused life-force into specific organs

As I said above, once you get acquainted with this breathing technique, you can then group individual body parts together and vibrate them in one single breath.

Ideally, you want to start grouping body parts no sooner than 30 days after you started these sessions.

After 30 days, you may vibrate both legs from feet to buttocks using three breaths, then do the same with your trunk, with one or both and finally your neck and head.

This way, the number of breaths will decrease to twelve plus another three for your entire body.
Most Powerful Healing Method

The remarkable healing technique is one of the most powerful ones I have ever learned.

This method is based on previous basal breathing technique.

It employs the most powerful Names of Power that are directly related to healing of any body part, including muscles, bones, skin or internal organs.

This universal healing technique has been successfully used for centuries by generations of natural healers in the Middle East.

Here is the complete procedure:

1. With your eyes closed, perform the entire Basal Breathing Technique described in previous chapter. Relax, surrender and tune your body into the vast life-force of Avir.

2. Now, rest for a moment and imagine Divine Point of Radiance vertically or diagonally above your head – somewhere far away in the sky.

3. Take another deep breath and during inhalation, imagine you are sucking an invisible line of force from that Point directly to your forehead (or top of your head). Inhale the consonant AAAAH that represents the initial letter of the word Alef – The Master

   During exhalation, silently and slowly intone the Name (Ehyeh) by literally pronouncing ‘Eh-Yeh’. (You only think this Name, do not whisper or say it loudly).

4. Take another breath and during inhalation, imagine sucking the same line of force from the Point of Radiance through your head directly to your heart area.
On exhalation pronounce the Ineffable Name YHVH by literally pronouncing it as as Yod – Heh - Vav – Heh.

(You only think this Name, do not whisper nor say it loudly).

Some sources recommend pronouncing Ineffable Name as EEEEEE-AAAAHH-OOOOOGH-EEEEEEH. From kabbalistic point of view as well as from linguistic point of view this pronunciation is correct and you can use this construct over the previous one.

5. Take another deep breath and on exhalation, silently intone ‘Shadday’ while sucking the line of force originating in the Point of Radiance, going all the way through your head and heart, down to your solar plexus.

6. Repeat the same procedure as in point 5, now using the Name “Adonay” (Ah-Doh-Nay) driving the force down through the top of your head, heart, solar plexus down to your genital area.

7. At this point you’ve literally became aligned with the whole Creation. You may want to insert your Statement Prayer, utter it loudly or silently and then close the session.

8. Now, focus on any painful area or internal/external organ (i.e. your liver, eyes, lungs, heart, arm etc.). For maximum healing effect, you are now going to drive the most potent healing Names of Power directly into the affected area.

9. With constant focus on selected locale in your body, open your mouth and inhale Avir while whispering (inbreathing) respective Name of Power from the space surrounding your physical body.

You can find list of proper Names of Power for healing in the next Chapter.
10. Slowly exhale, simultaneously whispering the same Name of Power, sensing infused life-force leaving the affected bodily area and your physical body.

Repeat as many times as possible.

Open your eyes and end the session by tensing your legs and fists.
You can perform this powerful healing procedure twice a day, with or without the Healing Statement.
Names for Specific Health and Life Conditions

This chapter lists the most powerful Names for physical healing.

Select appropriate Name and inhale it into and out of the selected bodily area, as mentioned in Steps 9 and 10 in previous Chapter.

Important Note: If your condition affects whole body, drive selected Name into your whole body as well.

Perform the so-called “Whole-Body Pore Breathing” as follows:

1. Perform the whole Basal Breathing Exercise to tune in your anatomy.

2. Perform Inhalation of Divine Names as mentioned in previous Chapter (Steps 1 to 8).

3. Now, imagine your whole body is a sponge ready to absorb life-force using billions of pores located on the surface of your skin.

4. Begin inhalations and exhalations of chosen Name as outlined in Steps 9 to 10 in previous Chapter using your whole body.

All these Names have been derived from biblical texts, especially from Genesis, Proverbs and from the Shimmush Tehillim (Psalms).

a) Fever, Ulcers, Inflammation, Auto-Immune System, Ulcers, Burning Pain and Removal of Alien Tissues such as Benign and Malignant Cancer Tumors

Agala’a – this powerful Divine Name governs the element of Fire and pertains to the Sphere of Severity on the kabbalistic Tree of Life.

It appears on numerous Christian amulets and is derived from biblical verse: “You are mighty throughout eternity Adonai.”

b) Pain in Muscles, Organs, Joints, Spine or Tendons including Open Injuries
V'dachtael – universal name combating all sorts of pain and diseases.

c) Male Erection, Vitality of All Internal Organs, Fever and Overall Vitality

Azarnal – derived from biblical verse “Heal her now El, I beseech Thee” Numbers 12:13 – the most powerful Hebrew call for healing when Moses prayed for healing of his sister Miriam

d) Powerful Name for Person with Multiple or Unknown Health Disorders, marrow and bones

V'gaftael– “It shall be health to thy navel and marrow to thy bones”

e) Epilepsy, Seizures and Parkinson’s Disease

Namech – porton of the Name of Seventy-Two Names of God

f) Headaches, Migraines and Toothaches

Azbarot

g) Heart, Breathing, Asthma, Blood Pressure, Blood Circulation

The Name Amiel. This name is related to Higher Spiritual Self (Neshamah) of a person and to the Breath of the Almighty.

h) Bloated Stomach, Metabolism, Diabetes and Digestive Tract

Levah – the eighth the tri-letter portion of the Seventy-Two Letter Name of God

i) Healing Your Eyes

Tameh

j) Protection of Women during Childbirth, Against Premature Delivery and Miscarriage, Protection of Unborn

Tzakrat

k) Improving Memory and Alzheimer disease
Adahy – this Name is derived from biblical expression “YHVH Echad” – YHVH is One.

l) Anxiety, Panic Attacks and Deep Sleep

Pinael

m) Calming Down Emotions and Negative Thoughts

Nachal - the 21st portion of the Seventy-Two Names of God

n) To Ease Childbirth

Yeheh – this Name can be recited as is, or in combination as follows:

“Eh-Yeheh”

o) Infertility and Virility

Several options of Names can be used here but the most prominent is Ahihad and Shadday.

For correct pronunciation of the Names, please refer to Audio and Video files in your Manifestation Masterkey Member Account.
Be Receptive to Everything

With regards to all techniques presented in previous chapters there is one more important question that needs to be addressed.

This is especially true for acquisition of wealth, prosperity and for finding love of your life.

How will the results manifest in your life?
Can you expect that some money would land in your bank account?
Or that someone would call you and offer you job of your dreams?
Buy a lottery ticket?
Wait for an inspiring thought or spotting an opportunity for establishing your small business that will suddenly blossom and generate tons of money for you?

Everything is possible.
All of these are
Remember, the task of subconscious mind is to bring about the result.
Therefore, the best way to maximize chances of manifestation success is to go out, have fun, meet with people and reconnect with your family you haven’t seen for months.

Walk around with eyes open.
Be an empty vessel that is ready to be filled with new fresh stream of enormous abundance. Be open to new inceptions of ideas, thoughts and opportunities from every possible source.
Listen to them and ask more questions to see if they have something valuable to say and contribute to your prosperity.
Also, if you see yourself owning a successful business, keep asking yourself, “What can you give to this world without spending too much money and make a fortune along the way?”

The answer may come soon. There are hundreds of Manifestation Masterkey users who started making money on the internet. Some of them are over 70 years of age.

You can use the internet money-making method that I’m revealing in the Millionaire Mindset e-book. It costs you almost nothing, yet in terms of income it can mean everything for you.

There are countless others, even simpler methods to make money online. The most important thing is to take action and refrain from passively waiting for some sort of a miracle.

You’ve been spiritually and physically pre-destined to create things out of Nothing.

Just as the Divine Abundance flows down to your life, make a step forward and help it to manifest all that you’ve ever wished for.

Remember, as you start performing the Healing Statements, you are literally becoming a magnet for Divine Influence and the ideas you get, the people you meet and the events you experience can pretty much be the results of your subconscious mind operating in a new mode.

Those of you who are more into starting own business, look back and discover your past passions, listen to your inner guidance and once you get some business idea, do yourself a favor and go for it.

Start small, along your current job and even if you’re an older person – don’t be afraid to start a new venture.

Get this. Your mind has been manifesting ever since you were born. In fact, you've already manifested everything you are and have right now, effortlessly.
But if you're not happy with where you are right now, it's time to reconsider your old limiting beliefs, remove scarcity and the old software that has been running your life for too long.

It's time for you to update the script in your mind, so you can instantly focus and attract prosperity, right now.

**It's time to take action.**

So, let me list the remaining scarcity beliefs, that may be preventing your mind from manifesting prosperity, joy, happiness and the life you were always meant to live.

I'll add my own personal take on each of those beliefs...so if you follow along closely, you may as well emerge completely reprogrammed mere minute form now.

Mute your cellphone and focus, we're starting NOW!

**False:** Money doesn't grow on trees  
**Correct:** Money are everywhere around you. You only need to pick them up.

**False:** I have to work hard for what I want.  
**Correct:** No one became truly wealthy by working hard. Today, there are hundreds of systems that will work on autopilot and generate a lot of money for you, every single day.

**False:** I can't get everywhere without sacrifice  
**Correct:** You can start receiving a lot of money with very little sacrifice, such as 30 minutes per day with a shoestring investment, if any at all.

**False:** I'm not destined to be wealthy, it’s just not my fate
Correct: CHOOSE to be wealthy and your fate will transform to life in total abundance.

False: Money is evil

Correct: Money is neutral. It is up to you how you will use them.

False: I never finish everything

Correct: No one on this Earth ever finished everything.

False: You'll only be wealthy, if you were born to it

Correct: You know this isn't true. Many people went from zero to living the American Dream. You can too.

False: I'm always making excuses

Correct: Always ask yourself, what would Bill Gates do in my place? See, excuse is a fear of failure but as people and systems get smarter and smarter, there is much less room for errors. Eventually, there is no failure, only data to be collected from any failure.

False: I fear failure of starting a new journey

Correct: Me, you and billions of others have failed. But with more and more failures behind you, you're closing in on success. Change your thinking to experience new heights now!

False: I am beating myself up

Correct: Successful people don’t beat themselves up. They understand that taking your anger out on yourself only pushes your goals farther away. They still get upset, but they channel those emotions into constructive energy. They use that energy as jet fuel to reach their goals.

False: I am not ready now, time hasn't come up yet

Correct: There's never the best time to become wealthy. The sooner you start, the earlier you'll get there.
False: I am too old for starting new things or learn new things

Correct: I made my first million at 59. In fact, most people I know, were even older. In Manifestation Masterkey we have people who are over 70 and they're crushing it!

False: I don't have the right skills to become wealthy and I hate to learn

Correct: What you'll be exposed to very soon, is simple and designed for everyone. No need to learn much. Plug it in and watch it work for you.

False: It takes a lot of time to become wealthy

Correct: If my life costs are $5,000 per month and I start to make $10,000 per month on autopilot within 30 days or less, I would say I am on my path to become wealthy very soon. This is what I mean.

False: It takes a lot of money to become wealthy

Correct: If that was true, I wouldn't be writing these emails. There are solutions that cost $0 but they may take longer to implement. Other systems can cost just a few dollars, but they can be deployed in minutes.

False: It takes to create something new to become rich

Correct: Nope. With 6 billion people on Earth, you can do what others do and still receive tons of money on autopilot.

So, here it is. Your chance to do something about your life, very soon.

Now that all your false beliefs have been rooted out, nothing can hold you back to manifest all the wealth, financial freedom and the abundant life you want.

Remember, money is everywhere - you only need to pick them up.
The Law of Attraction in Daily Life

I already discussed elsewhere, that the Law of Attraction activates when you tune in to the higher worlds using vibratory formulas to draw more Abundance down into your life or when you simply replace false beliefs rooted in your deeper mind.

To understand this Law in its entirety, you should also have an idea of the two essential terms that apply to it – the far and the close.

In physical world, these two words define distance between two points. On spiritual level, we are taking about similarities that indicate close proximity which is close to Unity – the ultimate goal of every manifestation system.

On the other hand, differences create distance and separation. This is in direct conflict with basic spiritual axiom mentioned in the initial chapters of this book stating the All is Essentially One – Unity.

As an example, we can imagine a married couple sitting on the same sofa watching TV. Physically, they may be close to each other, however over time, love between them faded away and they became victims of stereotype.

It’s quite possible that after a long time of their spiritual separation they acquired different beliefs, opinions, values and interests. One may not even be fond of sitting next to the other and vice versa.

They would like to sit next to someone else.

This is called separation.

On the other hand, people who share common values, opinions and interests are spiritually close to create the Unity.
Free Will, Fate and Destiny

Many readers asked me to comment on the difference between Fate and Destiny, so I decided to add this short chapter.

For the sake of making things simple we need to understand that Fate is related to the Law of Cause and Effect that is rooted in the past.

This means you can’t escape your Karma for things you’ve done in the past, *if you don’t do anything (be passive)*.

If you do something (get proactive), i.e. purify and correct your thoughts and beliefs using Free Will (you decided consciously to do it) then you are going to change your Karma to some extent since Free Will is always stronger than Karma, provided it is used in harmony with Divine Will that in fact contains Your Destiny.

Ultimately all sparks (including your soul) are going to have the same Destiny of unification with the Source (Tikkun - Correction) however what happens in between is the matter of Fate and matter of your own decisions.

Healing Statement and the Names of Power set you up for the path of Destiny without interference of Cause and Effect.

To illustrate these three concepts in a simple way, imagine your life is a cinema complex and you enter in with universal ticket. You can choose to see any movie that is currently playing.

Each room plays different movie and it is only your decision and Free Will which movie you are going to watch with your ticket in hands.

Same with your life. You choose the life you want and despite you only seem to have few options that Universe has given you, it is possible to expand the amount of options infinitely using methods in this book.
Conclusion – Next Steps

Dear reader, congratulations for making it this far. Action speaks louder than words and practice is the only way for you to manifest your dreams and desires. All techniques in this book are easy to understand, and they don’t take much time to master or complete each day.

You are just a single step away from manifesting your desires.

Follow this simple process:

1. Go to Chapter “Setting Up Your Subconscious Mind” and complete the instruction. **Choose only one desire at a time. Never work on manifesting two or more desires simultaneously.**

2. Find the relevant Healing Statement and start using it daily.

3. Read the Millionaire Mindset e-book where you will find additional information on wealth acquisition and a detailed step-by-step explanation on how you can make $10,000 or more per month on complete autopilot. Minimum investment, no skills needed and suitable for people of all ages. It will take you around 30 to 60 minutes per day and about 21 days in total to build the system.

4. Make sure to also read the bonus book Wealth Wisdom – 13 Essential Secrets Learned from 100 Millionaires.

I and the whole Manifestation Masterkey Team is here for you every day. Every member of Manifestation Masterkey staff is experienced in the techniques and should be able get back to you if you need any additional support.

To your success,

Glenn Bolton